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PREFACE

Purpose of this Guide

The purpose of this document is to enable you to use Intapp Time to track your time.

Who Should Use This Guide

This guide is for Administrators and Implementers, program managers, and implementation partners, including
those who will conduct training with the Intapp Time application.

Disclaimer

This document is the property of Intapp, Inc., and is delivered to customers and partners. Although all efforts have
been made to keep this document up to date, all content is subject to change as new versions of the Intapp soft-
ware are released. This document may not be distributed to persons, companies, or entities other than the intended
recipients without the consent of Intapp, Inc.

Intapp Web Site

You can access the Intapp corporate web site at www.Intapp.com. The site contains information about Intapp, its
background, upcoming events, and sales offices. You will also find product and partner information. The services
area of the site includes important information about technical support, training and education, and imple-
mentation services.

Intapp Technical Support

For questions regarding Intapp Time or any Intapp product, please contact Intapp Technical Support at (650) 852-
0400 ext. 2 (+44 845.834.0128 in the United Kingdom), or send an email to support@Intapp.com.

Intapp Customer Portal

For updates on Intapp Time or any Intapp products, visit our Customer Portal at Intapp.force.com/portal/.

Intapp Product Feedback

Your feedback is important and helps us to improve our products. Please submit your suggestions or ideas on our
Customer Portal at Intapp.force.com/portal/.
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INTRODUCTION

The following terms and conventions have been used in this Guide to describe the keystrokes and mouse move-
ments needed to use Intapp Time.

Instruction Response

Press Enter Press the key representing Enter or Return.

Point Position the tip of the mouse pointer on a menu item, text, button, or object.

Click Point to an item, then quickly press and release the left-mouse button once.

Double-click Point to an item and then quickly press the left-mouse button twice.

Drag Point to an item. Press and hold the left-mouse button as you move the mouse to a new location, then
release the mouse button. Sometimes you will be instructed to hold down a key while you click or drag
the mouse.

Right-click Point to an item, then quickly press and release the right-mouse button once.

Scroll Use the vertical or horizontal scroll bars to move to a different location; use up/down arrows to man-
euver search lists.

Select Selected text or option.

Press Ctrl + End When a plus sign is between keys, hold down the first key while striking the second key.

Type Dear John Type the text that is bold, in this case, “Dear John.”

8
Indicates a mouse or toolbar shortcut. Mouse actions use the left-mouse button unless otherwise spe-
cified.

(F5) Indicates a keyboard shortcut.
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WINDOW FUNDAMENTALS

A Window is what surrounds your application and gives it consistency. A Window usually has a Title Bar, Menu Bar,
Close, Minimize and Maximize buttons, and a toolbar. The Window’s job is to house the application you are running.

Minimizing and Maximizing Windows

To minimize an application, click the Minimize button in the upper-right corner of the Title Bar. The minimized
application appears on the Taskbar at the bottom of the desktop.

To restore a minimized application to its original size, click once on the application button on the Taskbar at the bot-
tom of the desktop. The application window is restored to its original size (the size before you minimized it).

To maximize an application if the window is not maximized, click the Maximize button on the upper-right corner of
the title bar. The application window will completely fill the screen.

To restore a maximized application window to its original size, click the Restore button (it replaces the Maximize
button). The application window will return to its original size.

Minimize to the Taskbar

Maximize

Restore

Close

Note:  When an application window is not maximized, you can position the window anywhere on the desktop by drag-
ging the window’s Title Bar. You can also change the size of the window by dragging the borders of the window.
These techniques are useful to organize the desktop when you have several application windows open at one time.
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USING WINDOWS

Parts of a Window

Intapp Time uses most basic Windows functions. Therefore, it is important to understand the various parts of a Win-
dow as well as the terminology that will be used throughout this guide.

We will use the Intapp Time Calendar and Short List to illustrate the various parts of a window.

Title Bar Displays Window Name

Minimize Button Minimizes a window or the program (parent windows) to the Taskbar

Maximize Button Expands window to full screen

Close Button Closes the window

Menu Bar Displays items you can click to make choices in the application

Toolbar Contains mouse shortcut toolbar buttons for the most commonly-used commands

Scroll Bars Allows you to move up and down or left and right to see non-viewable screen portions

Scroll Box Box on the scroll bar that can be dragged to quickly move through a list

Status Bar Box that will display information about the current state of the window
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Note:  Sorting is case insensitive in all time grids (e.g. shortlist, templates, recent time, etc.).
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GETTING STARTED

If you are familiar with other Windows applications, you will be familiar with how to start Intapp Time. The great thing
about Intapp Time is that you can run it while you are doing other things. It is easy to work on a document or e-mail
message and continue to keep track of time. You will notice that the calendar interface is very conducive to finding
dates to enter time.

Note:  Intapp Time supports a Citrix environment.

Running Intapp Time

1. Double-click dte.exe.

2. Select your Intapp Time database from the Select Host window.

Note:  If you have access to only one host, you will bypass the Select Host dialog and be taken directly to the Select
Timekeeper dialog.

3. The Select Timekeeper window will appear if a default login ID has not been configured for your time-
keeper ID or if access to your default timekeeper is lost. Depending on your configuration, Timekeeper ID
may be hidden.

4. Type the appropriate ID or click the link to a timekeeper name. To see a list of timekeepers, click the ellip-

sis button or double-click in the Timekeeper field. Depending on your configuration, the timekeeper
list may only display timekeepers you have rights to view. Double-click a timekeeper to select it.

When the Axiom server Plug-In is set to DENY Anonymous authentication and

l a user is not inside the domain

l or on a firm/company laptop

Windows authentication is required. Enter a valid username and password on the Authentication screen.

If you want to define a default timekeeper to automatically login to Intapp Time, right-click on the desired
timekeeper and select Set as default. To clear the default timekeeper, first click on the Change Time-
keeper toolbar button, then right-click the default timekeeper and select Clear default.

5. Click OK (disabled until a valid Timekeeper has been selected).

The next time you access Intapp Time, the selected timekeeper(s) will appear in the Select Timekeeper
window. If you change the timekeeper via the calendar Change Timekeeper toolbar button, or move an
entry to another timekeeper via the Short List, the same Select Timekeeper window will display.
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Remove Timekeeper from the Select Timekeeper Screen

Occasionally you will need to remove previously selected timekeepers from the Select Timekeeper window.

To remove a timekeeper from the Select Timekeeper login screen:

1. Right click on the desired name, other than the one you are currently logged in as.

2. Select Remove and the following confirmation message will display:  “Are you sure you want to remove
<TK ID> and all corresponding local data?”  Please note, selecting Yes will delete validation data on your
local machine.

3. Click Yes. The link showing the timekeeper ID and Name will be removed from the list.

Figure 1: Remove Timekeeper from Select Timekeeper Screen Confirmation
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THE CALENDAR WINDOW

The main program window for Intapp Time is the Calendar. Validation data for the current timekeeper will be imme-
diately downloaded upon accessing the Calendar. View the Title Bar for the database, timekeeper name and ID cur-
rently in use.

Where applicable, regional settings determine the day the Calendar week starts (e.g. Sunday or Monday), format of
separator for current day total hours (in brackets) on TimeSaver, as well as how numbers and dates are displayed in
Intapp Time. The 24 hour clock format is supported for intervals. Your Admin Tool Administrator can also configure
the week start day.

Depending on your configuration, time amounts may display in hours and minutes instead of time units (decimal
format). The monthly totals display at the bottom of the Calendar (the month totals section is customizable).
Depending on your configuration, this total is also separated into billable and non-billable totals. Network activity
and the Pending status of entries may also be viewed from the Calendar.

The client may run in either Standard or Online Validation mode. Validation cache and offline mode are not available
in Online Validation mode.

Note: Button availability, labels, and colors may vary depending on your configuration.

Figure 2: Intapp Time Calendar

1) Title Bar:  Contains the connected Database, Timekeeper Name & ID

2) Application Menu Bar

3) Application Toolbars

4) Timekeeper Tabs:  Change Timekeepers

5) Timekeeper/Month & Year

6) Current Day (the Office color scheme displays the current date in bold)

7) Month tabs (Displays in Month and Expenses view):  quickly navigate the months in the current year
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8) Month Totals (States totals and references for the current e.g. Month Totals, Week Totals, Expense Totals,
etc.)

9) Network Activity Status

10) Last sync time:  Click on the Timekeeper/Month & Year at the top of the calendar to sync/update before
the configured sync time

Calendar Right-Click Options

Many of Intapp Time’s toolbar functions can be accessed from the Calendar’s pop-up menu (screen labels are con-
figurable by your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator). This menu can be accessed by right-clicking on the Intapp
Time Calendar.

n New EntryEntry_Screen:  Launches an Entry Form. Click the arrow to Create Entry from Template,
Create Entry from Recent Entry, Create Entry from Last Entry or Create New Entry on All Marked
Days.

n Mark DayMarking_Days/Mark Week/Mark Month:  Marks the selected day, week or month

n ReleaseRelease_Entries:  Releases marked entries

n Release and Close:  Releases then closes entries on the selected day

n Close:  Closes released entries for the selected day

n Open Shortlist for Day: Displays shortlist for current day

n Transfer:  Displays Transfer window

n Export Time:  Saves selected entries to a file

n Import Time:  Imports entries that have been exported from Intapp Time

n Purge Entries:  Removes entries from Intapp Time

n Change View:  Toggles Calendar from the Released/Unreleased/Converted view, to Billable/Non-Bil-
lable, Daily and Billing Totals view. Click the dropdown arrow and select the desired view from the
list.

n Daily View: Displays Daily View

n Go to Date: Displays Go To Date window to move entry to a different date

n Filter: Displays Filter window

n Print Entries: Prints entries

n Print Calendar:  Prints a copy of the calendar currently in view

n Highlight Days With Time Above/Below Target:  Tracks daily goals

n Show/Hide Weekly TotalsShow_Weekly_Totals:  Toggles Show/Hide Weekly Totals

n Update Data: Syncs to the server
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Switching Between Time and Expenses Views

The Month and Expenses tabs are located on the Menu Bar of the Calendar.

1. To switch to the Expense view, click the Expenses tab.

2. To return to the default Calendar view, click the Month tab.

Figure 3: Expenses view

Intapp Time Menu

Access the Intapp Time menu in the upper left corner of the Calendar to change timekeepers, switch serv-
ers, sync to the server/update data, view Intapp Time statistics, and view the version currently running.

Figure 4: Intapp Time Menu Options  

Moving to Different Months

1. Look below the Toolbars to see the month and year displayed.

2. Click the Previous or Next button to move to the desired date

OR

Click Ctrl+G to launch the Go To Date window and enter a date.

3. To move entries to a different month, drag the entries to the Previous/Next Month arrow (arrows will be
highlighted). When the desired month displays, drop the entries onto the desired day. Entries will be
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copied to the desired location with 0.00 hours.

Note:  Depending on how your Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, drag/drop features may not be
enabled.

Action Calendar Week View Planner
Click+Drag Copies entries with 0.00

hours/expenses
Copies entries with 0.00
hours/expenses

Moves the entry

Shift+Drag Copies entries with existing
hours/expenses

Copies entries with existing
hours/expenses

Moves the entry

Ctrl+Drag Moves entries to another day Moves entries to another day Copies the entry, including the hours

Tip: When dragging entries, view the calendar’s status bar, at the bottom of the calendar, for additional tips.

Unreleased Past Time

Unreleased time in the past is denoted by a red Previous (PgUp) button.

Network Activity

Observe the status ball, at the bottom left corner of the calendar, as this is how Intapp Time communicates its cur-
rent status. Click the network activity ball or select Intapp Time Statistics on the Intapp Time menu, to view Intapp
Time Statistics and Intapp Time Settings currently in place in your database.

l Green:  Last response returned from the server was valid with no errors.

l Red:  Last response returned from the server was an error.

l Yellow:  Communication sent to the server, waiting response.

Figure 5: Network Status

Figure 6: Intapp Time Statistics Figure 7: Intapp Time Settings
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Pending Entries

Intapp Time provides multiple indicators for pending entries.

l List Pending Entries toolbar button (click to display pending entries in purple/deleted entries
are yellow)

l Network activity ball (see the status bar at the bottom left corner of the calendar – click to display the
Intapp Time Statistics screen; the Intapp Time Settings screen contains configured database settings)

l Pending status will display the number of pending entries (status bar, next to network activity ball)

l Work Date is bold

Figure 8: PendingEntries Notifications

Depending on your configuration, if you attempt to exit Intapp Time with pending entries, a warning box will display.
If you do not want the dialog box to display again, you may have the option to click on the checkbox Don’t show this
again. If prevented from closing the application with pending entries and the allotted time to submit pending
entries has been exceeded, an email is revealed to send to support.

By default, Intapp Time polls the server for updates every minute (minimum allowed is 30 seconds). Click on the
month at the top of the calendar to poll the server before the minute limit.
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Online Validation Mode

Validation cache and offline mode are not available in Online Validation mode. If disconnected from the network
while using Intapp Time in Online Validation mode the following may occur:

l Lists will not display when searched (no error just no data)

l A red status ball will appear as a result of a 404 not found or 500 error (server up but server side errors)

l Entry forms will show all invalid validation on the right side labels where fields are checked for validity

l Pending items not sent to the server will remain pending

l Day and Planner views will display the server as inaccessible

Figure 9: Error status

Double click the status ball to open the Intapp Time Statistics form. Several rows will give an indication as to what
is going on with the application.

Figure 10: Intapp Time Statistics Form Errors

Switching Between Servers

If more than one server has been configured, the icon will be visible on the calendar toolbar, allowing you
to click on it and switch between the servers to which you have access.

Depending on your configuration, if you attempt to switch servers with pending entries, a warning box will display. If
you do not want the dialog box to display again, you may have the option to click on the checkbox Don’t show this
dialog again. Click Yes to display the Select Host box and select a server, or click No to cancel changing servers.
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Change View

The top half of the Change View button toggles the Calendar between Released/Unreleased/Converted, Bil-
lable/Non-Billable/Other, Daily and Billing Totals views (Depending on your configuration certain options may not
display). For a quick view, click the drop down arrow and select the desired view.

Figure 11: Change ViewOptions

Note: The Billing View option will display only on the Month calendar view.

Change View:  Billing View 

If Billing View has been configured for your firm, it will compare converted Intapp Time totals to the billing system
totals. Mark ups and mark downs are quickly identified.

To view billing totals, click bottom portion of the Change View toolbar button and select View Billing.

Figure 12: Billing View

Top number Amount converted in Intapp Time
Middle number Amount in the billing system
Last number If the last number exists, then there is a discrepancy between the top and middle numbers. When the top

and middle numbers match, this number does not exist.
A green background means the amount in the billing system is more than the amount converted. A pink
background means the amount in the billing system is less than the amount converted.
Double-click a date in which the amount in Intapp Time and the billing system do not match. The Short List
will display, allowing you to view mark ups and mark downs.

Time and Expense Calendar Totals

Depending on your configuration, the Calendar will display the total for each day.
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Click the Change View toolbar button dropdown arrow and select View Billable/Non-Billable/Other to view totals at
the bottom left of the day cell or select View Totals.

Figure 13: Time Calendar Totals Figure 14: Expense Calendar Totals
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Time and Expense Month Totals

At the bottom of the Calendar, you will find totals for Time/Expenses entered for the current month. The displayed
totals are broken up into the following categories (category labels are configurable):

l Unreleased: Total unreleased time/expenses entered for the month.

l Released:  Total released time/expenses entered for the month.

l Converted:  Total time/expenses converted to the billing system.

l Billable:  Total billable time/expenses entered for the month.

l Non-Billable: Total non-billable time/expenses entered for the month.

l Total:  Cumulative Total of time/expenses entered regardless of status.

Note:  To view the Total amount select View Totals from the Change View toolbar button.

l Marked Billable:  Total billable time/expenses marked for release.

l Marked Non-Billable:  Total non-billable time/expenses marked for release.
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The Toolbar and Help

Toolbar buttons allow you to execute a command quickly. When you first start using Intapp Time, the most common
toolbar buttons you will need are New Entry, Mark Day, Release Marked Days, Print Entries, and Help on the Menu
Bar.

Using the Help Tool

The Help system is available on demand following a new client install. Click the Help button then Yes when
prompted to obtain the help files.

The Help system lets you browse, search, bookmark, and print help documentation. The documentation is organized
into sets of information that are comparable to books. The Help system also supplies text search capability for find-
ing the information you need by search phrase or keyword, and context-sensitive help for finding information to
describe the particular feature you are working with.

1. Click the Help button.

2. The Help Menu will display a table of contents with documentation about Intapp Time.

3. You can press F1 in nearly any Intapp Time window to display context sensitive help.

Figure 15: Help Button
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TIME ENTRY PROCESS

You can use the mouse to click on any field in the Entry Screen, or press Tab to move forward through the screen
and Shift+Tab to move backward through the screen.

When completing the fields, you can either type the ID or, if applicable, view the validation list. The validation lists by
default are sorted by ID in ascending order. To sort by Name, click on the column header.

Date Pop up calendar for easy date selection.
Timekeeper Defaults to the selected timekeeper.
Operator Field not shown. (Automatically uses network ID)
Client

Click to access the Client List. You may also double-click in the Client field to access
the Client List.

Matter
Click to access the Matter List. You may also double-click in the Matter field to
access the Matter List.

Hours
Click to increase or decrease the hours.

Timer Button

Click to turn on a timer to keep track of time.
Edit Start/Stop Times

Click to enter your time range(s) within the field(s) in this window.
User Defined Fields Your firm may require that you complete user-defined fields like Task and/or Activity.

Depending on your configuration, these will display automatically when you choose a
matter that requires them.

Narrative Enter the narrative text for the entry.

Note: Use the right mouse button as a short cut on any of the validation fields to display a list of most often used
commands for that particular field.

Date Limits

Date limits determine how many days in the past/future you can create, save, edit or move time and expenses to
another timekeeper or date. Days outside the date limits will be grayed out. Any entries on the grayed out days may
be viewed but not edited. You cannot save an entry if the Word Date falls outside the configured date limits.

Your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator may have configured clients/matters with a start/end date limit. If the
selected client/matter is outside the configured date limit, the following is an example of the status message that
will display in the assigned Entry Form and Short List screen:  “Entry is prior to Client start date of [date]" or "Entry
is after Client stop date of [date]”. You must select a different client/matter or contact your Admin Tool Admin-
istrator to change the configured client/matter date limit.

By default, 24 hours is the maximum amount of hours you may enter per day. Depending on how your Admin Tool
Administrator has configured Intapp Time, the maximum hours per day might be different. Keep in mind that you
cannot move, copy, drag and drop, or save entries if the result is more than the “maximum hours per day” limit.
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Validated Fields

Validated fields are fields that must be correct in order to save an entry. Depending on your configuration some val-
idation fields may not be available.

l Timekeeper

l Client

l Matter

l User Defined 

l Narrative

Validation Field Right-Click Options

<Field Name> List (Shift+F5): Retrieves a specific validation list for that field.

Recent <Field Name> List (F5) or double-click name field: Retrieves a list of recently selected items for that field.

Generate Temp (Ctrl+G): Allows you to create a temporary validation ID for a client/matter that has not been added
to the billing system. For more detail on generating temporary numbers, refer to Temporary Numbers.

Duplicate (F8): Auto-fill the selected field with the data entered in the previously created/viewed Entry Form.

Duplicate All (Alt+F8):  Auto-fill all fields with the data entered in the previously created/viewed Entry Form. If a
modification is made prior to selecting this option and a confirmation box displays, click Yes on the prompt to over-
write changed data and duplicate all fields. Click No and the data will not be overwritten.

Copy from Recent (Alt+R):  Opens the Recent Entries window of recently used validation items to fill in each val-
idation field or just the Client/Matter fields.

Copy from Template:  Opens the Time/Expense Templates window to create an entry from a template.

Undo:  Erases the last change

Cut:  Removes highlighted text and copies it to the clipboard

Copy:  Copies highlighted text to the clipboard

Paste:  Applies cut or copied text to the selected location

Delete:  Removes the highlighted text

Select All:  Highlights all the text

Note: F8 and Alt+F8 also apply after switching timekeepers.

Entering Time

Now we will review the process of entering time. This will include everything you will normally do from the actual
entry to printing. In our first entry example, we will concentrate on:

l Entering time

l Completing the required fields

l Editing and deleting entries

l Proofing and spell check

l Marking days

l Releasing time

l Printing timesheets and calendars
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Fundamentally, these are the most important steps.

Note: Actual screen labels may vary, depending on your configuration.

To enter a time entry
1. From the Calendar view, select the date you wish to enter time.

2. Click the top half of the New Entry (Ins) toolbar button (press Enter), or click the bottom half of
the New Entry button to create an entry from a template, recent entry or the last entry (these three
options are also available from the toolbar button on the Short List)

OR

Double-click a date to display the Entry Form.

Figure 16: Creating a Time Entry

Note: If you select the option Create Entry from Last Entry and the last entry has a running timer, the Hours field in
the new Entry Form will contain the elapsed hours quantity (not the interval).

3. If the Short List appears, click the Create New Entry (Ins) toolbar button to display the Entry
Form.

The Entry Form is where you enter time. We will get familiar with the use of this screen and then con-
centrate on the best way to enter time.

Note:  Depending on your configuration, actual Entry Forms may vary. The first letter of the billable category, such
as Billable, Non-Billable or Other, may display to the right of the Client and Matter fields.
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Figure 17: Entry Form

4. Type a valid client ID or name and press Tab.

A default code can be configured to display in a user-defined field when you open a new time entry.
Contact your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator if you want to utilize this feature.

If there is more than one code for the typed string, the filtered list will display. Select a code. If the selec-
ted validation field only has one active entry (within configured date limits), the field will auto-populate
with that record. However, if a list is empty or does not apply to a timekeeper then it will not display on the
Entry Form.

Matter: Depending on your settings, the Matter field may not be available (this also applies to the fol-
lowing Time/Expense Entry Form, Time/Expense Template Form, Split, Filter, Reports Filter, Search on
TimeSaver Configuration screen, Caption on TimeSaver Configuration screen, button hint on TimeSaver
Configuration screen, Transfer and Entries Caption on Planner)

Unique Matters: If your firm uses unique matters, your cursor may start at the Matter field on the Entry
Form rather than the Client field. In this case, entering the Matter ID will complete both the Client and

Matter fields. Press the matter ellipsis to display the complete list of clients and matters for brows-
ing and searching (works the same for non-unique matter environments). Depending on your con-
figuration, you can fill in a client, enter a matter for a different client and press the Tab key, and the
client will automatically change to the client of the matter that was entered. Alternatively, selecting a new
matter will leave the current client in place and mark the matter as invalid. Also, if you populate a Client,
Matter, and other validation fields, and then change the Client or Matter field, the other validation fields
that are not applicable to the new validation data will be cleared (also applies to the Short List Grid Edit
Mode).

Note:  When selected, a validation code may include an assigned note and/or restricted message to display on the
Entry Form.

Cascading /Sub Menu Validation sets are supported:
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Figure 18: Cascading/Sub Menu Validation

Certain user ID fields may be hidden and display as asterisks. Contact your Intapp Time Admin Tool Admin-
istrator if you wish to view the ID.

Figure 19: Hidden Entry Form fields

Online Search: If this feature is configured, and your validation list does not contain the validation entry
you wish to select or you typed an invalid validation entry, you can perform an online search for the val-

idation entry by clicking on the Online Search button at the end of the validation field .

5. Complete the remaining validation fields.

Note:  Depending on how your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, the additional user
fields may include Text Field, Integer Field, Date Field, Decimal Field, or Checkbox.

Figure 20: AdditionalUser Fields

Enter a designated code in any validation field and Intapp Time will automatically insert the desired val-
idation item. Contact your Intapp Time Administrator if you wish to use this feature.

6. Hours:  Type the actual time you have worked with a decimal point (e.g. .50), hours and minutes (e.g.

1:45), a period of time/interval (e.g. 10am-11am) or use (disabled if a timer is running, absent if time-
keeper is configured for "intervalsonly") to increment/decrement the hours to the next available rounded
quantity and press Tab.

Note: Depending on how your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator configured Intapp Time, only intervals may be
entered. To view intervals entered for a time entry, access the Edit Timer Intervals window by clicking the
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Start/Stop Times button on the Hours field.

Start a timer by clicking on the clock icon (for the current day only and if the "maximum hours per
day" limit has not been exceeded). You can also start a timer by entering a start time followed by a dash in
the Hours field or from the Edit Timer Intervals window.

Intapp Time can round time entries in tenths, quarters, hundredths, or virtually any rounding option.

Entry Form Splitter: If you have user fields that do not display on the Entry Form, you can resize and make
the window larger by dragging the entry form splitter down to view the additional fields.

Figure 21: Entry Form Splitter

7. Type the narrative.

If configured by your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator, pressing the Enter key will add a carriage
return. This will move the cursor to the beginning of the next line (also applies to the Short List and Week
view, in Grid Edit Mode).

Tip:  To edit a Narrative field forcecode (Firm-Wide Narrative Code), mouse click within the force code twice,
then edit as desired.

Entry Form may include a Comment field, a non-validated field that will allow you to provide additional
information to an entry, typically for internal use only. If configured, when a comment has been entered
the tab will be highlighted.

Figure 22: Comment Field

Note: Text on the Narrative and Comment fields may appear in UPPERCASE depending on your configuration.

Click OK to save the entry or click New to close the current entry and open a new entry. The Short List will
appear.
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Note: Depending on your configuration, all values in the entry screen must be valid before you are able to save an
entry.

To save and release the entry click the OK button dropdown arrow and select Save and Release
(Shift+OK).

To save and release the entry and then open a new entry click the New button dropdown arrow and select
New and Release (Shift+New).

8. On the last entry, click OK to return to the screen in which you originally started (i.e. Calendar, Short List

or Week view). Once returned to the Short List window, click the Close button.

If you open a new or existing entry, make a change, and then click either Cancel or (in the top
right hand corner of the window), you will receive a confirmation box to save changes. You will not receive
the prompt if you do not make a change to the entry.

Click Yes to save the data and close the entry screen. Click No to close the entry screen without saving
the data. Click Cancel to close the confirmation dialog and continue entering data on the entry screen.

9. Click the New button inside released or converted entries to open a new entry screen.

Notes:  Type any portion of the number/name in a validation field and press Tab; the field will populate on the entry
for you. If there is more than one code for the string you typed, the filtered list will display for you to select the
desired code.

Unique Matters applies to the Week view, Filters, Template Form as well as the Transfer window.

Compliance

Compliance is restricted text and notes combined. Restricted Text restricts users from billing using certain text and
data in the Narrative field. A note is a customized message that displays below the selected validation field on the
Entry Form
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Editing Entries

Occasionally you will need to make changes to an entry. You can alter entries by using the Short List in Grid Edit
Mode or double-clicking an entry. The most common changes are hours or the narrative. If you have duplicate
entries on a particular day, you may need to edit an entry. Edits to a parent field validation selection will remove any
previously selected child field validation selections that no longer apply from the Entry Form.

Note:  Changing the date on a time/expense entry moves it to a new day.

1. From the Calendar view, locate the date for which you want to edit an entry.

2. Double-click a date to display the Short List.

3. Click on the desired entry and press Enter (or double-click)

OR

Select the entry and then click the Open Entry (F6) toolbar button.

4. Make the necessary changes.

5. Click OK.

6. Close the Short List window.

Deleting Entries

Occasionally you will need to delete time/expenses, especially if you have duplicate entries on a particular day.
Depending on how your Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, you can delete individual entries by
using the Short List.

1. From the Calendar view, locate the date from which you want to delete an entry.

2. Double-click a date to display the Short List window.

3. Highlight the entry (or entries) you wish to delete.

4. Click the Delete Selected Entries (Del) toolbar button.

5. Click Yes on the Confirm Deletion dialog.

6. Close the Short List window.
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Entry Form Toolbar Options

Copy from Template: Opens the template list.
Double-click on a template to populate fields in
the Template or Entry Form.

Narrative Codes:  Launches
narrative code list regardless
of the selected field.

Recent Entries (Alt+R): Opens the Recent
Entries list. Recently selected validation data
can be chosen to populate the validation fields
of the current Template or Entry Form.

Font Size: Change the font
size for all words on the
screen.

Save as Template: Saves the current entry as
a template; click dropdown arrow to Save as
Default Entry.

Spelling (Ctrl+F2): Performs
spell check on text entered in
the Narrative and Comment
fields.

Generate Temp (Ctrl+G): Create a temporary
validation ID for a client/matter.

Validate with eBillingHub: Val-
idates client info

Duplicate (F8):  Auto-fill the selected field with
the data entered in the previously cre-
ated/viewed entry screen.

Previous Entry: Opens the pre-
vious entry of the current day.

Duplicate All (Alt+F8):  Auto-fill all fields with
the data entered in the previously cre-
ated/viewed entry screen.

Next Entry: Opens the next
entry for the current day.

Search Narrative: Search text within the Nar-
rative field.

Print: Print Current Entry or
select from a list of predefined
reports by clicking the drop-
down arrow.

Note: Depending on how your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, auto-fill of certain
fields may be prevented.

Searching/Printing Validation Lists

You can perform a search from any validation field and within the Narrative field. Search is case insensitive and
includes special and international characters (e.g. umlauts, tildes, etc.). Two of the best ways to search through a
Validation List are to use the Character Search (Contains field) or an Incremental Search (Starts with field). The
Character Search allows you to type any part of the name or number and it will match the characters typed, no mat-
ter where they appear. The Incremental Search allows you to type the beginning of the name or number and auto-
matically display matches. You can search the validation lists from the Short List, Time/Expense Templates list, and
Entry Form.

If Intapp Time is running in Online Validation mode, text typed in the Starts With and Contains fields will not
update dynamically. You will need to do one of the following to filter the list: select Online Search, select Revert To
Local search or press the Enter button to accomplish the search.

1. Click the button next to a validation field.

Narrow the list to recently used validation entries by moving the slider bar (top left side of the window) to
the left. The slider position is retained in all search lists, simply double-click the name field on the Entry
Form.
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The Hide Inactive checkbox selected by default, hides validation entries outside the assigned start/end
date limit as well as included/excluded entries.

2. The Starts with (Incremental Search) and Contains (Character Search) search fields display at the bottom
of the screen. Type the beginning character(s) of the entry you wish to search for (Ctrl+F), and the list is
filtered to names that contain the string, in the Contains field.

3. Click the box next to Case sensitive if you want to narrow your search further by matching the case
entered. Leave this box blank to find any matches regardless of case.

Online Search: If this feature is configured, and your validation list does not contain the validation entry
you wish to select or you typed an invalid validation entry, you can perform an online search for the val-
idation entry. Click Revert to Local to return to your local validation list.

4. Depending on your configuration you may print a validation list (i.e. Client, Matter, etc.), filtered or

unfiltered, by clicking on and export to Excel/CVS .

Note:  Right-click on the search bar and select the desired search preferences (settings will apply to each search
list).

Figure 23: Client Search
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SPELL CHECK

Intapp Time automatically checks for spelling errors in the Narrative and Comment fields as you type. Any word that
Intapp Time does not recognize will be underlined red. You can manually run spell check by clicking on the Spelling
(Ctrl+F2) toolbar button on the Entry Form or the Check spelling toolbar button (disabled if the date is out of the con-
figured date limit) on the Short List.

Dictionary files are available on demand following a new client install. When spell check is performed, you will be
prompted to obtain the latest dictionary files, click Yes to download them.

Intapp Time can exclude certain words from spell check and check for spelling errors when you click the OK button
to save a time entry. To enable any of these features, contact your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator.

Note:  Depending on how your Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, if there are any misspelled
words, the Spelling window will automatically display after clicking the OK or New button on the Entry Form. Click
Cancel on the Spelling dialogue to ignore spell check and save the entry.

Figure 24: Spell check
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Correct Spelling Errors

To correct spelling errors:

1. From the Entry Form, simply click the Spelling (Ctrl+F2) toolbar button (disabled if the date is out of the
configured date limit).

2. From the Entry Form’s Narrative/Comment fields, right-click on the misspelled word to select from a list
of suggested spellings and options or select Spelling to view additional options to address the spelling
error:

n Ignore All: Intapp Time will ignore all occurrences of the spelling error that appear in the nar-
rative/comment.

n Add to Dictionary:  Add the word to your personal dictionary.

n AutoCorrect:  When an option is selected, it will be added to the Auto Correct dictionary - which
means when the misspelling is typed in the future it will automatically be replaced with the
chosen word.

n Spelling: Produces a Spelling window where you can perform many of the same functions that
appear in the right-click pop-up menu. In addition, from the Spelling window Options button, you
can access the International dictionaries section, select/deselect dictionaries, customize your
spell check options and edit your custom dictionary.

n Narrative codes: Displays Narrative codes list.

n Spelling options: Displays the Spelling Options window.

n Live Spelling: Identify misspelled words with wavy red underlines.

n Find and Replace: Locate specific text and replace it with different text.

n Cut: Removes highlighted text and copies it to the clipboard.

n Copy: Copies highlighted text to the clipboard.

n Paste: Applies cut or copied text to the selected location.

n Paragraph Symbol: Inserts paragraph symbol (¶).

n Section Symbol: Inserts section symbol (§).

3. To correct spelling errors from the Short List, click on the Check spelling toolbar button. In the
Spell Check Multiple Entries window type the correct spelling or click on the desired field then click the
button Manual Spell Check. Right-click on the misspelled word to select from a list of suggested
spellings and options.

Figure 25: Spell CheckMultiple Entries
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Figure 26: Manual Spell Check

Auto-Correct Spelling Errors
The autocorrect option automatically fixes the words that are input incorrectly onto the Narrative or Comment field
when using the keyboard. To access AutoCorrect Options:

1. Right-click on a misspelled word and click AutoCorrect, then select AutoCorrect Options.

2. Click on the desired options.

Correct Two INitialCApitals:  If you type two uppercase letters at the beginning of a word, the second
uppercase letter is automatically replaced with a lowercase letter.

Capitalize first letter of sentences:  If you type the first letter of a word in lowercase, it will be auto-cap-
italized.

Correct accidental usage of cAPS LOCK key:  Corrects the accidental occurrence of capital letters in a
word.

Click the Exceptions button to create AutoCorrect exceptions, which are specific terms that you do not
want AutoCorrect to replace text for when it normally would.

n Abbreviations: List items that you do not want AutoCorrect to fix.

n Words with TWo INitial CApitals: List the items that start with two initial capital letters that you
do not want AutoCorrect to reduce to a single capital.

Disable Caps Lock: Disables the Caps Lock on your keyboard.

Replace text as you type:

n Active checkbox:  activates Replace text as you type after entering desired strings into Replace
and With fields.

n Disregard letters case of replaced word check box: 

o If unchecked:  replaces the string based on the case of the typed string.

o If checked:  replaces string with the same case selected in the Capitalize section of
AutoCorrect Options.

n Replace field:  contains string to replace.

n With field:  contains replacement text.

Click the Add button. Plain text you are typing will be replaced automatically with the text or symbol
defined for it.

Automatically use suggestions from the spelling checker:  AutoCorrect can use corrections generated by
the spell checker’s main dictionary.

3. OK once you have made the desired selections.
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Figure 27: AutoCorrect Options

Figure 28: Exceptions
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Editing Personal Dictionary

In addition to the spell check feature, Intapp Time also has a personal dictionary that can be edited by the user. The
dictionary can be accessed by selecting Spelling options, then the Edit button via the Narrative/Comment right-
click options menu, or when Intapp Time comes across a misspelled word in the time/expense entry’s nar-
rative/comment text.

Accessing the Personal Dictionary

To access your personal dictionary:

1. Right-click a misspelled word in your narrative/comment text.

2. Select Spelling… from the list of options.

3. You will be taken to the Spelling window. From the Spelling window, click the Options button.

4. The Spelling Options window will display.

5. Select your general options.

Ignore words in UPPERCASE:  Ignore uppercase words

Ignore words in MiXeDcASe:  Ignore words containing a mixture of upper and lowercase letters

Ignore words with numbers:  Ignore words containing embedded digits

Ignore repeated words:  Ignore consecutive repeated words

Ignore e-mails:  Ignore e-mail addresses

Ignore web sites:  Ignore web sites

6. Edit your custom dictionary and enable/disable dictionaries to check your spelling.

Figure 29: SpellingOptions
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Modifying the Personal Dictionary

From the Spelling Options window, select the Edit button in the Edit custom dictionary section to modify your cus-
tom dictionary. Intapp Time supports your Microsoft Office custom dictionary; this will void the need to add custom
words to two different applications. Select the International dictionaries dropdown arrow to view the list of avail-
able dictionaries or choose a different dictionary and click Apply to load it.

Note:  Words added to a personal dictionary are accessible only when in that timekeeper's Calendar.

Figure 30: Custom Dictionary
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MARKING DAYS FOR RELEASE

At some point, you will need to release time so the time and billing system can post time/expenses to the firm’s
billing database. First, you must mark the days you want to release to accounting, and then use the Release com-
mand. Releasing signifies to the system that the entry is ready to appear on the bill.

It is possible to mark days individually or a week at a time. You can mark days to be printed or released to account-
ing.

From the Calendar view, select the desired dates by clicking the Mark Day toolbar button or by clicking
on the date number.

Tip:  Press the spacebar to mark or unmark a date (also applies to the Week view).

Figure 31: MarkingDays to Release to BillingSystem

1) Mark Day Toolbar Button

2) Marked Days
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Marking Multiple Days

You have the ability to mark an entire week and/or month of entries.

To mark an entire week:
1. Place the cursor on any day of the week you wish to mark.

2. Click the Mark Day dropdown arrow and select Mark Week

OR

Mark Day 1.

Press Shift+Click on the last day of the week.

Tip:  To mark or unmark an entire week, press W.

To mark an entire month: 
1. Place the cursor on any day of the month you wish to mark.

2. Click the Mark Day dropdown arrow and select Mark Month

OR

Mark Day 1.

Press Shift+Click on the last day of the month.

All days from the 1st through the last day of the month will be marked.

Tip:  Ctrl+A will mark/unmark an entire month.

Unmarking Days

Use the same steps to unmark dates as you do to mark them.

1. Click the Mark Day dropdown arrow and select Unmark Week or Unmark Month accordingly.

OR

Select a date with marked entries.

Click the Mark Day toolbar button.

Tip:  To unmark all entries after the current day, press U.

Note: You may also mark a day from the Calendar view by right-mouse clicking on a day and selecting Mark Day.
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Create New Entry on All Marked Days

To create a new entry on all marked days:

1. From the Calendar window, select the desired dates by clicking the Mark Day toolbar button or
by clicking on the date number. Marked date(s) have a turquoise circle around the number.

Note:  See the previous page for additional options to mark/unmark dates.

2. Click the bottom half of the New Entry toolbar button and select Create New Entry on All Marked Days
(disabled until one or more dates have been marked).

Note:  Depending on your configuration, Create New Entry on All Marked Days may not be available.

3. The Entry Form will display. Fill the necessary fields.

4. Click OK.

5. Click Yes on the confirmation dialog listing the selected dates

OR

Uncheck dates for which you do not wish to create an entry; weekends and holidays are not checked by
default

OR

Select No to void creating an entry on all marked days.

Figure 32: Create Entries for Multiple Days
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RELEASING ENTRIES

After entries are released, your billing system is ready to collect the entries to create bills for your clients. Only com-
plete entries with valid IDs and hours greater than 0 can be released. Remember, you are actually signing off on the
time that will appear on the client’s bill. Please note any policies your firm has regarding the collection of time, as
only accounting or your Intapp Time administrator can alter released time.

Upon successful release, the daily total on all previously marked days with valid entries will now be green. This indic-
ates the information has been released to accounting.

Release All Entries for a Particular Day

1. From the Calendar, mark the dates to be released.

2. Click on the Release Marked Days (F9) toolbar button.

3. Depending on how your Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time you may be prompted to con-
firm releasing the entries. Click Yes to release the entries or No if you do not wish to release the entries.

Release Individual Entries

1. Access the Short List.

2. Highlight the desired entry or entries and click on the toolbar button Release Entry (F9)

OR

Right-click and select Release (F9).

3. Click Yes to release the entry

OR

Click No to close the confirmation dialog without releasing any entries.

Notes: Depending on your configuration, the confirmation message may vary.

If an entry is released with a running timer, click Yes when prompted to “Stop running timer and Release entry?” or
click No and the timer will remain running and will not be released.

If your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator has enabled spell check of narratives when entries are released then a
confirmation box will prompt to correct the spelling error.

Click Yes to display the Spell Check window and correct the error(s).

Click No to close the confirmation box and release the entries with the error(s).

Click Cancel if you do not wish to release the entry.

The Results of release operation dialog box will display all the entries that were selected to be released.

Black entries Not released

Green entries Released successfully

Purple entries Pending release (not connected to the Intapp Time server)
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See the top half of the dialog window for the status of the entries selected for release (depending on your con-
figuration, the confirmation message will vary). Double-click on an entry to display its Entry Form and make any
necessary changes.

Click OK to close the dialog box.

Figure 33: Results of Release Operation

Notes:  View the color legend at the bottom of the Calendar and Short List windows for the status of the calendar
totals.

A released entry must be unreleased before editing (depending on your configuration, the option to Unrelease may
not be available). Depending on your configuration, you may not have rights to edit or delete released/converted
entries.

Entries may be released directly from the Entry Screen by clicking the OK button's dropdown arrow and selecting
Save and Release.

Entry Status

The Entry Form and Short List will display various status messages to inform you of the status of your entry. On the
Entry Form, see the Status at the bottom of the page. In the Short List, see the Status column.

Status messages include, but are not limited to:  No Client, No Matter, No User Defined Field (if forced), Invalid Cli-
ent, Invalid Matter, Invalid Timekeeper, Invalid Operator, Invalid User Defined Field (if validation required), Tem-
porary client/matter, Restricted client/matter, Narrative must be at least <#> characters long and Ready to be
released.

Note: If you resized your Short List, you may need to drag the lines between the headings in order to display this
field.

Print on Release

Entries may optionally be printed on release after clicking OK on the Results of release operation window. The
timesheet will display in a web browser. Print as customary from the web browser. Contact your Intapp Time Admin
Tool Administrator to utilize this feature.
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CLOSING DAYS

If you do not have additional time to report for a particular day, you can mark the day closed. All entries for the selec-
ted day must be released prior to closing the day. If you wish to unclose a day, contact your Intapp Time Admin Tool
Administrator.

If your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator has enabled closed day, a dropdown arrow containing Release and
Close will be available on the Release toolbar button. If all entries for the selected day have been released, the
Closed toolbar button will be available.

To close a day:

1. Highlight the desired date or mark multiple days you wish to close.

2. If entries on the selected day are unreleased, click the dropdown arrow on the Release (F9) button and

select Release and Close

OR

If entries for the selected are released, click the Close toolbar button.

3. Closed days contain a red diagonal line.

Figure 34: Closed Day
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RECENT ENTRIES L IST

A user can pull from any completed entry in the past by selecting it to create an entry that is already filled in, and
then make minor adjustments as necessary.

Access Recent Entries

1. From the Entry Form, click the Recent Entries (Alt+R) toolbar button. The Recent Entries window
will display.

2. Highlight an entry (or double-click on an entry).

By default, the All fields radio button will be selected. To filter fields that will auto-fill the Entry Form
select radio button Just client/matter or Custom.

Note: If one or more fields cannot be copied from other entries click OK to copy the fields or Cancel to return to the
Recent Entries screen.

3. Click OK (press the Enter key) to fill in the Entry Form

OR

Click Cancel (Esc) to return to the Entry Form without saving the highlighted entry.

Figure 35: Recent Entries
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Filter Recent Entries

The Recent Entries list contains all validation combinations ever used for a timekeeper. The number of entries that
display depends on configured past/future date limits.

Filtering the Recent Entries List:

1. Type the beginning character(s) of the entry you wish to locate.

2. The Starts with (Incremental Search) and Contains (Character Search) search fields will display at the bot-
tom of the screen, and the list will filter to names that contain the string in the Contains field. Click the
Case sensitive checkbox to further narrow your search by finding the case entered. Leave this box blank to
find any matches regardless of case

AND/OR

Slide the Time Range Selector Bar to narrow or expand the list of recent entries.

3. Double-click an item to create a new time entry from the previous entry 

OR

Click Cancel to close the Recent Entries window and return to the Entry Form.

Notes:  Resize column headings by clicking and dragging the column separator line between the headings. To
rearrange columns, simply click on the center of the column header, then drag and drop. To change the sorting of
the Recent Entries list, simply click on a column header. Sorting is case insensitive.

You may choose to use the Starts with or Contains search as your default search preference. Right-click near the
Starts with and Contains fields to choose whether the search pane appears in the top or bottom of the validation
lists by right-clicking on the Search bar and selecting the desired option.

Figure 36: Recent Entries Search Options
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VALIDATION L ISTS

You can search all clients, matters, and other validation numbers, as well as view a list of recently used entries. You
can also type the first letter of a name and then press the Tab key to display the list (auto-populate active matter),
and easily enter the validation number in a particular field without memorizing the entries. Depending on your con-
figuration, a user-defined field may default to a list of entries based on your location. To see the full list of codes

simply click the ellipsis next to the desired user-defined field. However, if a list is empty or does not apply to a
timekeeper then it will not display on the Entry Form.

Accessing Validation Lists

1. Click the ellipsis button next to a validation field

OR

Right-click and select <field name> List (Shift+F5).

2. Locate the name in the validation list that you wish to select. Use the scroll bars if necessary.

By default, the client, matter, timekeeper and user lists are sorted by ID in ascending order. Sorting and
filtering is available in each validation list (validation lists > 10 thousand entries must be filtered to < 10
thousand before sorting is available), including the Short List.

3. Double-click the validation item you would like to use.

Note:  When searching validation lists, billable entries are blue, non-billable entries are dark blue, and firm-
chargeable entries are aqua blue.

Accessing Recent Validation Lists

1. Double-click the validation name field (to the right of the validation ID)

OR

Right-click on the desired validation field and select Recent <field name> List.

2. Locate the name in the validation list that you wish to select. Use the Scroll Bars if necessary.

By default, the client, matter, timekeeper, and user lists are sorted by ID in ascending order. Sorting and
filtering is available in each validation list (validation lists > 10 thousand entries must be filtered to < 10
thousand before sorting is available), including the Short List.

3. Double-click the validation item you would like to use.
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HOURS F IELD AND TIMERS

You can type the actual time you have worked with a decimal point (e.g. .50), hours and minutes (e.g. 1:45), or a
period of time/interval (e.g. 11am-12am).

Note:  Depending on how your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator configured Intapp Time, only intervals may be
entered and duplicate time intervals will not be released, and matter custom rounding where rounding to tenths or
quarters is only available.

Use the up and down arrows (disabled if a timer is running, absent if timekeeper configured for "inter-
valsonly") to the right of the Hours field, to increase/decrease hours. Intapp Time can round time entries in tenths,
quarters, hundredths, or virtually any rounding setting.

Available Rounding Types

Round UP Entries round to the next highest rounding increment.
For example:
If a user worked anywhere from 0:01 (1 second) to 6:00 (6 minutes), the entry will be
0.10;
If a user worked 6:01 to 12:00, the entry will be 0.20, etc.

Round DOWN Entries round down to the next lowest rounding increment.
For example:
If a user worked 0:01 through 5:59, the entry will be 0.00;
If a user worked 6:01 through 11:59, the entry will be 0.10, etc.

Round HALFWAY Entries round down until user reaches halfway point of interval and then it rounds up.
For example:
If a user worked 0:01 through 2:59, the entry will be 0.00;
If a user worked 3:00 through 8:59, the entry will be 0.10, etc.

Never zero, round DOWN Entries round down the next lowest rounding increment except the first increment
rounds up.
For example:
If a user worked 0:01 through 11:59, the entry would be 0.10;
If a user worked 12:00 through 17:59, the entry would be 0.20, etc.

Never zero, round HALFWAY Entries round down until user reaches halfway point of interval and then it rounds up
except the first increment always rounds up.
For example:
If a user worked 0:01 through 8:59, the entry would be 0.10;
If a user worked 9:00 through 14:59, the entry would be 0.20, etc.

Note:  If you enter a time increment that conflicts with the rounding setting of the client/matter you have selected,
a message will display stating that the time you entered is being adjusted to the proper rounding increment.
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Start a Timer

1. Access an Entry Form.

2. Click on the clock icon or press F5 in the Hours field

OR

Right-click the clock icon for additional start timer options, or to define a custom start time.

Note:  You can only start a timer for the current day. Hours field up/down arrows and the Work Date field are dis-
abled when a timer is running.

3. To indicate a timer is running, the clock icon will switch to , the number of elapsed seconds will dis-
play in the Hours field, and the entry will display in blue on the Short List.

4. To stop a Timer, click icon next to the Hours field or press F5 in the Hours field

OR

Right-click for additional stop timer options, or to define a custom stop time. In addition, the last
stop time will display when right-clicking on a stopped timer.

Figure 37: Hours field timer

Note:  If time is manually added to a time entry and then the timer started, elapsed time starts incrementing from
the actual time input on the Entry Form rather than the rounded time.
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Calendar/Short List Timer Running Notifications

When a timer is running, a clock icon, and the elapsed time display at the bottom of the Calendar, Short List and
Week view (Timer is still active status). Click on the running timer notification to display the entry for the running
timer. You can stop the timer from the time Entry Form and save (or edit) the entry.

Note:  An entry with a running timer is blue on the Short List and Week view.

Figure 38: Timer RunningNotification

Edit Timer Intervals

Add additional start/stop times or edit your timer start/stop times in the Edit Timer Intervals screen.

Click the ellipsis on the Hours field to view the Edit Timer Intervals window.

Add Start/Stop Times

1. In the Entry Screen, click on the Start/Stop Times button on the Hours field.

2. The Edit Timer Intervals window will display.

3. Click on Click here to add a new row.

4. Type an interval like 11-12.

Note:  You cannot add hours-only rows on the Edit Timer Intervals screen, only time intervals.

5. To add time intervals below the Click here to add a new row field, press Tab, Enter or the down arrow on
your keyboard. You may apply the following short cut keys in the Edit Timer Intervals window:  cut (Ctrl+X),
copy (Ctrl+C) and paste (Ctrl+V).

6. Use (disabled if a timer is running) in the Hours field to increment/decrement hours on the Edit
Timer Intervals window.

7. Click OK to save your changes.
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Figure 39: Edit Timer Intervals

Manual adjustment:  Adjustments made to hours on the Entry Form or Edit Timer Intervals window

Actual Time:  Intervals total time

Rounded Time:  Intervals total including rounding

Edit Timer Intervals Hours field:  Total number of hours reflected for the time entry

Note:   You can start a timer from a row in the Edit Timer Intervals window by entering a start time followed by a
dash. Keep in mind that you cannot start a timer with a future start time.

Editing Start/Stop Times

1. Click the Start/Stop Times button, in the Hours field on the Entry Screen, to launch the Edit Timer
Intervals window.

2. Edit the existing start/stop times.

3. Use (disabled if a timer is running) in the Hours field to increment/decrement hours on the Edit
Timer Intervals window.

4. Click OK to save changes.
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Edit Timer Intervals Right-Click Options

Last stop time (F3) Greatest stop time for the day
Last stop time to Now (F4) Last stop time to current time

Undo Erases the last change

Cut
Removes highlighted text and copies it to the clipboard

Copy
Copies highlighted text to the clipboard

Paste
Applies cut or copied text to the selected location

Delete
Removes the highlighted text

Select All Highlights all text

Note:  If the last stop time value for a previous day is less than the current hour, then Last stop time and Last stop
time to Now options will be available.
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NARRATIVE F IELD

Enter descriptive text (plain text only) in the Narrative field of the Entry Form. Intapp Time provides multiple options
to populate the Narrative field; click the right mouse button to view available narrative features. Additionally, the Nar-
rative field is designed for you to utilize narrative codes and shortcuts. Narrative codes include the current user’s
personal public codes, current user’s private codes, and firm-wide codes (User = System). Shortcuts are Shorthand
codes and Narrative Pause codes. Intapp Time allows up to 5,000 characters in the Narrative field.

View Narrative Codes

1. From an Entry Form, click on the Narrative Codes toolbar button or click in the Narrative field
and press F5 or right-click in the Narrative field and select Narrative codes (Shift+F5).

2. The Narrative codes window will display.

Use the scroll bars to view the list. Hide Inactive (selected by default) hides inactive validation items out-
side the assigned start/end date limit and include/excluded entries.

3. Double-click the narrative code you wish to use or click to close the Narrative codes window.

Figure 40: Narrative Codes
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Figure 41: Narrative Codes Filter

Note:  To filter the entries in the Narrative codes window, hover your mouse over the desired column, click the pin
icon, and select the item to filter by, and edit as desired. To sort by a specific column header, simply click on the
desired column header.
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Narrative Features

The Narrative field on the Entry Form offers word wrap, automatic spell checking and shorthand codes. The fol-
lowing keystrokes are available in the Narrative field.

Ctrl+C Copy highlighted text to clipboard Home/End Move to beginning / end of
line

Ctrl+X Cut/delete highlighted text and move it
to the clipboard

Ctrl+Home/Ctrl+End Move to beginning/end of nar-
rative

Backspace Delete character to left of cursor Tab Move to next field

Delete Delete character at cursor position Shift+Tab Move to previous field

Alt+F8 Duplicate all fields from previously
viewed entry

Alt+P Paragraph symbol

F8 Duplicate last narrative entered or
viewed

Ctrl+V Paste information from the
clipboard into the Narrative

F5 List Narrative codes Alt+S Section symbol

Ctrl+Left/Ctrl+Right Move left/right one word Ins Toggle type over mode *

Ctrl+H Displays Find and Replace box Ctrl+F Displays Find box

Ctrl+Delete Deletes word (with space) after cursor
if cursor is placed at the beginning of
the word
Deletes part of word after cursor if
cursor is placed within the word

Ctrl+Backspace (also
applies to Comment
field)

Deletes one word (with space)
before cursor if cursor is
placed at the end of the word
Deletes part of word before
cursor if cursor is placed
within the word

The right mouse button offers the following options at the Narrative field of the Entry Form:

l Undo

l Add to Dictionary

l AutoCorrect

l Spelling

l Narrative Codes

l Spelling Options

l Live Spelling

l Find and Replace

l Cut

l Copy

l Paste

l Paragraph Symbol

l Section Symbol

l *Duplicate

l *Duplicate All

l *Copy from Recent

l *Copy from Template

*Hidden in Grid Edit Mode
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Figure 42: Narrative Field Right-Click Options

Narrative Field Toolbar Options

New (Ins) - add narrative code(s)

Edit (F6) - edit narrative code(s)

Delete (Del) - delete narrative code(s)

Print Entries - print narrative codes (click the drop down pin on the User column to select
and print a filtered list)
Import Narrative Codes from a text file

Export Narrative Codes to a text file

Hide Inactive checkbox (selected by default) - hides inactive validation items outside
assigned start/end date limit and include/excluded entries

Shorthand Codes

A Shorthand Code is a code that, when entered into the narrative, will dynamically expand to a commonly-used word
or phrase. Intapp Time offers personal public codes, personal private codes, and firm-wide codes for use in the Nar-
rative field of the Entry Form. You can invoke a shorthand code by typing period, followed by the code, and a space
or punctuation mark. Accepted punctuation marks are comma, colon, semi-colon, exclamation point, single quote,
space, question mark, or left bracket. For example, if the code for “Telephone conference with” is TC, you would
enter .TC <space>. If a shorthand code is invoked, other than at the beginning of the Narrative field, it must be pre-
ceded by a space.
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Invoking Shorthand Codes

1. Type a period or an equal sign.

2. Type the shorthand code.

3. Press the Spacebar or Punctuation Mark to trigger the expansion of the code. Intapp Time will pause dis-
playing a red message at the bottom of the Entry Form, prompting user input.

4. After typing the prompted text, press Enter.

Note:  Depending on your configuration, you can simply type the narrative code without typing a period or equal sign
first in order to invoke a narrative code.
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Adding Personal Narrative Codes

You have the ability to mark personal narrative codes as public or private. You can also add, edit, and delete your per-
sonal codes from the narrative code list.

Depending on how your INTAPP TIME Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, you can create a per-
sonal code that already exists as a firm-wide code and override the firm-wide code with the personal code. In addi-
tion, if you have a personal code that is the same as another user’s personal code (but the description is different)
when you expand the code, your personal text will take precedence and populate the Narrative field.

To create a Personal Narrative Code:

1. Access an Entry Form and click on the Narrative Codes toolbar button or click in the Narrative field and
press F5 or hold down the right mouse button and choose Narrative codes (Shift+F5).

2. Click the New (Ins) toolbar button. The Personal Narrative Code window will display.

3. Fill in the Code to use for this text field. Spaces, periods and special characters are not allowed in the nar-
rative code. Narrative codes must be distinct.

Valid narrative code characters: 0 thru 9, a thru z, A thru Z, @, #, $, %, ^, &, *, /, - , +, <, >, _, ( and )

4. If the option is available and you wish to make the code public, then click the Make this code public
check box (unchecked/private by default).

5. Type a brief description and click OK. The OK button is enabled if the code does not already exist and a
description is entered.

Note:  You can create a narrative code from text in the Narrative field by highlighting text and pressing F5. Complete
the necessary fields and click OK.

Figure 43: Create PersonalNarrative Code

Edit Personal Narrative Codes

To edit personal narrative codes:

1. Access an Entry Form and click on the Narrative Codes toolbar button or click in the Narrative field and
press F5 or hold down the right mouse button and choose Narrative codes (Shift+F5).

2. Highlight the personal narrative code you want to edit.

3. Click the Edit (F6) toolbar button and modify the description for the personal narrative code (firm-
wide narrative codes cannot be edited from this dialog).

Note:  If you want to change a code from private to public, you will need to delete the code, create a new code, and
select the option Make this code public.
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Delete Personal Narrative Codes

To delete personal narrative codes:

1. Access an Entry Form and click on the Narrative Codes toolbar button or click in the Narrative field and
press F5 or hold down the right mouse button and choose Narrative codes (Shift+F5).

2. Highlight the personal narrative you want to delete.

3. Click the Delete (Del) toolbar button.

4. Click Yes to delete the personal narrative code.
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Create Narrative Pause Codes

To maximize productivity, you can embed a narrative pause code into a shorthand code. When retrieving the short-
hand code, these embedded codes pause to allow you to enter narrative details at a specific point in the narrative
description. The bottom of the Entry Form will display the description for the Pause command, alerting you of what
text to enter (font size customizable).

To create a narrative pause code:

1. Access an Entry Form and click on the Narrative Codes toolbar button or click in the Narrative field and
press F5 or hold down the right mouse button and choose Narrative codes (Shift+F5).

2. Click on the New (Ins) toolbar button.

3. Type the Code to use for this text. Depending on your configuration, if you have the option and want to
make the code available for other users, then enable Make this code public by clicking the adjacent
check box.

4. Begin typing the desired text in the description field.

5. When you reach the location at which you wish to insert a pause code, press <.

6. Type a brief description.

7. Press >.

8. Continue typing the narrative text as desired.

9. Repeat steps 6 through 8 for each pause code you would like to insert.

10. Click OK. (The OK button is enabled if the code does not already exist and a description is entered.)

Figure 44: Create Narrative Pause Code

Creating Narrative Pause Codes from Narrative Text

1. Highlight the desired text in the Narrative field and press F5.

2. In the Personal Narrative Code window, type the Code to use for this text. Depending on your con-
figuration, if you have the option and want to enable Make this code public, click the adjacent check box.

3. Press < at the beginning of the description and press > at the end of the description.

4. Click OK.

Valid shorthand code characters: 0 thru 9, a thru z, A thru Z, @, #, $, %, ^, &, *, /, -, +, <, >, _, ( and )

Note:  Use the following punctuation marks after the shorthand code to expand it:  period, comma, colon, semi-
colon, exclamation point, single quote, space, question mark, or left bracket
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Find and Replace Text

Using Intapp Time’s find feature allows you find as well as replace Narrative/Comment field text.

1. From the Entry Form toolbar, click on the Search Narrative button or right-click in the Narrative
field and select Find and Replace (Ctrl+F).

2. The Find and Replace window will display.

3. Type the text that you are searching for in the Find field and click Find Next to highlight the next occur-
rence of the string, or Find Previous to find the previous search match.

4. If a match is found meeting your search criteria, the text will be highlighted in the Narrative field.

5. To replace text, type the text that you want to replace it with in the Replace with field.

6. Select Replace if you want to manually replace each word or phrase.

7. Select Replace All if you want Intapp Time to automatically search for and replace each instance of the
word or phrase without first checking with you.

Match whole word: Leaving this box blank will find the search text if it is part of another word. Click on
this box so a appears if you only want to find the text as a complete word.

Match case: Leaving this box blank will find any matches regardless of case. Click on this box so a
appears if you only want to find the case entered.

Figure 45: Find and Replace

Search the Narrative Codes List

1. Access an Entry Form.

2. Click the Narrative Codes toolbar button.

3. The Narrative codes window will display.

Search narrative codes (and “Group by” any column heading), the same as other validation lists; simply
begin typing the beginning character(s) of the code you want to use. The list is filtered to names begin-
ning with that string. If there are no entries that match your search criteria, “<No data to display>” will dis-
play in the Narrative codes window.
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The Starts with (Incremental Search) and Contains (Character Search) search fields will display at the bot-
tom of the screen. Click on the box next to Case sensitive to further narrow your search by finding the
case entered. Leave this box blank to find any matches regardless of case.

Online Search: If this feature is configured, and your validation list does not contain the validation entry
you wish to select or you typed an invalid validation entry, you can perform an online search for the val-
idation entry. Click Revert to Local to return to your local validation list.

4. Double-click the narrative code you would like to use.

Figure 46: Narrative Codes Search

Export Narrative Codes

If you wish to export narrative codes:

1. Access an Entry Form.

2. Click on the Narrative Codes toolbar button.

3. The Narrative Codes list will display.

4. Click on the Export Narrative Codes toolbar button.

5. The Save As window will appear.

6. Enter a description for the text file and select the desired location to save the exported list.
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Import Narrative Codes

If you wish to import narrative codes:

1. Access an Entry Form and click in the Narrative field.

2. Click on the Narrative Codes toolbar button.

3. The Narrative Codes list will display.

4. Click on the Import Narrative Codes toolbar button.

5. The Open window will appear.

6. Select the saved file.

7. A dialog box similar to the following will display.

Figure 47: Import Narrative Codes

Note:  Depending on your settings, duplicate narrative codes can be imported.

Skip existing Personal Narrative Codes (selected by default): 
If this option is selected and Do this for remaining xx items is not selected, the current code will not be imported
and the dialog box will reappear if another duplicate code exists.

If this option is selected and Do this for remaining xx items is selected, all duplicate codes will not be imported.

Import with a New ID: 
If this option is selected, enter a new ID for the code, the code will be imported with that assigned ID. The dialog box
will reappear if another duplicate code exists. If the ID entered is a duplicate a warning will display “Cannot enter
duplicate narrative code” enter an ID that currently does not exist and click OK.
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SHORT L IST

When selecting a day that currently has entries, you will be able to view the Short List of entries.

The Short List contains detailed information for you to view; in addition, it contains tools to use for various func-
tions.

Note:  Screen labels, intervals, and hours-only color coding may vary depending on how your Intapp Time Admin has
configured Intapp Time.

Short List Features

l List of the day’s entries with color coding of released, unreleased, converted, and running timer status

l Regional and Language setting compatibility

l Vertical and horizontal scroll bars to view all entries and column headings

l Resize column headings by pointing at the column separator line between the headings, then click and drag

l Rearrange columns using drag and drop

l Sort data in ascending or descending order by single clicking on the column header; sorting is case insensitive

l Group data by clicking on the column header and dragging it to the blue area above the columns (hours totals dis-
play while grouped); you can expand/collapse the group by right clicking in the short list and choosing either
Expand All (Ctrl+E) or Collapse All (Ctrl+C)

l Entry creation and edit capability using the toolbar

l Create customized views from the drop down pin on the column headings

l Search capability (begin typing the desired characters while in the Short List window)

l Context sensitive toolbar buttons and right-click menu options

Figure 48: Short List Filter

Note:  You can filter the entries displayed in any list (Short List, Time/Expense Templates, Recent Entries, Planner
and Narrative) by clicking the drop down pin on a column heading and selecting the item you wish to filter by.
Click Edit Filter (bottom right side of a filtered short list) to make additional modifications to the filter.
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Short List Toolbar Options

Note:  Button availability and labels may vary, depending on your configuration.

Create new entry (Ins) Move Entry to Another
Timekeeper (unre-
leased entries only; dis-
abled if there is a
running timer)

Opens the entry screen (for the
highlighted entry) for editing (F6)

Print Entries; click the
drop down arrow and
select from a list of pre-
defined reports

Delete Selected Entries (Del) Check spelling

Release Entry (F9) Search and Replace
Narrative

Unrelease Entry (Shift+F9) Export selected entries
to a file

Narrative Preview Mode will dis-
play the narrative associated with
an entry highlighted gray

Import entries from a
file

Merge Selected Entries (con-
taining matching validation selec-
tions)

Export to Excel; click
dropdown arrow to
export to CSV (if no
entries are selected, all
entries will be exported)

Select Columns (to display on
Short List)

Grid Edit Mode - add,
edit and delete entries
as well as start/stop a
timer and edit timer
intervals, directly in the
Short List and Week
view without using the
Entry Form

Split into multiple entries.
(Shift+Ctrl+S) Depending on your
firm’s Intapp Time configuration,
this button may not appear on the
Short List toolbar.

Move to previous/next
day’s Short List
(Ctrl+Left/Ctrl+Right)

Move to Another Day (unreleased
entries only; disabled if there is a
running timer)

Start/End Date

Change Font Size for the words on
the screen
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Note:  You cannot move an entry that has been released, converted or has a running timer to another day or time-
keeper.

Short List Entry Color Coding

Default Short List color coding:

Black: Unreleased entries
Green: Released entries
Blue: Entries with a running timer
Burgundy: Converted entries
Red: Entries for the current day containing one or more time intervals
Orange: Unreleased entries not ready to be released

Note: Color-coding will vary depending on how your Admin Tool Administrator configured color settings.

Short List Right-Click Options

Right-clicking in the Short List window will display the following short list options (certain options may be disabled,
to enable these options contact your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator):

l Create New Entry (Ins): Opens the Entry Form to create new entry

l Open Entry (F6): Opens the Entry Form (for the highlighted entry) for editing

l Delete Selected Entries (Del): Deletes the highlighted entry

l Start Timer: Starts a timer for the selected Short List entry

l Edit Current Timer: Opens the Entry Form for the timer currently running for editing

l Release Entry (F9): Releases the highlighted entry

l Unrelease Entry (Shift+F9): Unreleases the highlighted entry

l Previous (Ctrl+Left):  Navigates to the Short List of the previous day

l Next (Ctrl+Right): Navigates to the Short List of the next day

l Merge Selected Entries: Merges highlighted entries containing matching validation selections into
a single entry; the narrative will display the original hours in parenthesis

l Print Entries: Displays your timesheet in a web browser for printing

l Check Spelling:  Performs spell check on the Short List

l Select Columns: Opens Customization window to select columns to display on the Short List

l Move to Another Day: Moves unreleased highlighted entries to another day

l Copy Selected Entries to Another Day: Copies entries to another day

l Go to Date: Navigate to the Short List of a specified date

l Daily View: Launches the Daily View that corresponds to the Short List date

l Narrative Preview Mode: Displays the narrative highlighted gray

l Generate Temp: Creates a temporary validation ID for a client/matter

l Select All (Ctrl+A): Highlights all short list entries in the Short List grid

l Expand All (Ctrl+E):  Expands grouped list

l Collapse All (Ctrl+C):  Collapses grouped list

l Save to clipboard (Ctrl+S):  Save data to the clipboard
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l Retrieve from clipboard (Ctrl+R): Retrieve data from the clipboard

F2 enables/disables Grid Edit Mode.

In Grid Edit Mode, Ctrl+N toggles between the Narrative field and the entry on the Short List.

Merging Entries

If you have entries that have matching validation selections, and are unreleased, you may merge these entries into a
single entry. To merge entries:

1. From the Intapp Time Short List, highlight two or more entries that you wish to merge.

2. Click the Merge Selected Entries toolbar button

OR

Right click and select Merge Selected Entries.

3. A confirmation window will display.

4. Click Yes to confirm the merge.

5. The merged entries will now display as a single entry on the Short List. The Narrative will display the ori-
ginal hours in parentheses.

Figure 49: MergingEntries

6. If you try to merge entries with different validation selections you will receive the following message:

Figure 50: Merge Entries Error

7. Click OK.
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Split Entry

Intapp Time allows you to split one time entry into multiple entries. The Split Entry feature evenly distributes the
amount of time between all entries. This is useful if a time entry contains an activity applicable to multiple clients
and matters. Once split, the time entry can be assigned to as many different clients and matters as needed.

To split an entry:

1. Open the Short List that contains the entry you wish to split into multiple entries.

2. Highlight the entry you wish to split into multiple entries.

3. Click the Split Entry (Shift+Ctrl+S) toolbar button.

4. The Split Entry window will display.

5. To display the desired number of time entries after the split, click the drop down arrow next to Total Time
Entries after Split.

6. Modify hours and validation entries as necessary.

7. Click OK to create the additional entries (view entries in the Short List)

OR

Cancel if you do not wish to split the entry.

Note: If you are in a Client-Only environment, the Matter field will not display on the Split Entry window.

Figure 51: Split Entry

1) Once the lock button is selected, the hours for tha tentry cannot be modified. The hours will be
deducted from the total hours and the remaining hours will be distributed across all other unlocked
entries.

2) Delete an individual entry. Click Yes to confirm deleting th eentry or No, if you do not wish to
remove the entry. Click on the checkbox Don’t show this again, to delete future entries without receiv-
ing the confirmation box.
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UNRELEASE TIME

You may have noticed once a time entry is released, you can no longer edit the entry. Unreleasing an entry allows
you to make changes to the entry and release it again. If you notice a mistake, you should fix it right away because
once entries have been moved to the time and billing system, you can no longer use Intapp Time to edit the entry.
You may have to contact your office’s accounting department or Intapp Time Administrator for assistance.

To unrelease time:

1. Open the Short List containing the released entry you need to edit.

2. Select the entry.

3. Click the Unrelease Entry (Shift+F9) toolbar button. A confirmation window will display.

Note:  Depending on your configuration, the Unrelease option may not be available.

4. Click Yes to unrelease the entry.

5. Edit the entry.

6. Release the entry.

Figure 52: Unrelease Entries

Notes: If the entry was already posted to the billing system (converted), you may not be able to edit or delete the
released/converted entry.

Depending on your configuration, the unreleased confirmation message may vary.
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EXPORT ENTRIES

Export Time allows you to export entries to a text file. This feature is ideal as a recovery tool. For example, if there
are pending time entries that will not synchronize to the server, you can export the entries to a file and reload the
entries into Intapp Time.

Export Time via the Calendar

1. From the Calendar window, click on the date numbers that contain time you wish to export.

2. Click the Export Time (Ctrl+F5) button.

3. The Export Entries window will display.

4. Enter a name for the exported file in the File name field and select the desired location to save the file.
Press Enter or click Save

OR

Cancel to return to the Calendar without exporting entries.

5. The default file extension is .TIM. All entry parameters are listed with ‘|’ as the separator.

Figure 53: Export Entries
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Export Entries from the Short List

1. From the Short List, select the entries to be exported.

2. Click the Save selected entries to file toolbar button.

3. The Save As window will display.

4. Enter a name for the exported file in the File Name field and select the desired location to save the file.
Press Enter or click Save

OR

Cancel to return to the Short List without exporting entries.

5. The default file extension is .txt.

Figure 54: Save As
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IMPORT ENTRIES

Import Time allows you to import entries that have been exported from Intapp Time. Your operator security level
must be 2 or greater to utilize this feature. You cannot import entries outside the past/future limit or on a date that
will cause total hours to be greater than the daymax setting. This feature is ideal as a recovery tool. For example, if
there are pending time entries that will not synchronize to the server, you can export the entries to a file and reload
the entries into Intapp Time.

To import time via the calendar:

1. From the Calendar window, click on the date to which you wish to import the entries.

2. Click the Import Time (Ctrl+F10) button.

3. The Import Entries window will display.

4. Enter the File name or choose it from the list and click Open

OR

Cancel to return to the Calendar without importing time.

5. Click Yes, on the Confirm window to “Import for selected date?” 

OR

Click No to cancel the import.

6. The entries will be imported onto the selected day.

Figure 55: Import Entries
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Import Entries from the Short List

1. From the Short List, click the Load entries from file toolbar button.

2. The Open window will display.

3. Enter the File name or choose it from the list and click Open

OR

Cancel to return to the short list without importing entries.

4. The entries will be imported onto the selected day.

Figure 56: Open window
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PURGE ENTRIES

Purge Entries will hide selected entries from Intapp Time.

To purge entries from Intapp Time:

1. From the Calendar window, click the Purge Entries button.

2. The Purge Entries window will display.

3. Select the desired date range and status.

4. Click OK.

5. Click Yes to remove entries.

Figure 57: Purge Entries

Figure 58: Purge Entries Confirmation
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SWITCHING TIMEKEEPER

Use the Change Timekeeper (F8) toolbar button or timekeeper tabs when you want to access a different time-
keeper’s Calendar.

Change Timekeeper Toolbar Button

To switch timekeepers using the Change Timekeeper toolbar button:

1. From the Calendar window, click the Change Timekeeper (F8) toolbar button.

2. Depending on your configuration, if there are any pending entries, you will receive a warning dialog. If you
do not want the dialog box to display again, you may have the option to click on the checkbox Don’t show
this dialog again.

3. Click Yes to display the Select Timekeeper box and change the timekeeper or No to cancel changing time-
keepers.

4. Select from previously selected timekeepers or type the timekeeper ID/name and click OK

OR

Click to select from the full Timekeeper List (double-click ID/name). Depending on your con-
figuration, the timekeeper list may only display timekeepers to which you have rights to view.

When the Axiom server Plug-In is set to DENY Anonymous authentication and

n a user is not inside the domain

n or on a firm/company laptop

Axiom will prompt for authentication.

5. Click OK (disabled until a valid Timekeeper has been selected) or press Enter

OR

Click Cancel to avoid changing timekeepers.

Note: Sorting  is available on the Select Timekeeper window

Figure 59: Select Timekeeper
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Intapp Time Menu

Use the Intapp Time menu to change timekeepers.

1. Click the Intapp Time menu in the upper left hand corner of the Calendar and select a previously
selected timekeeper or click on Change Timekeeper (F8).

2. From the Select Timekeeper window you can select from previously selected timekeepers or type the time-
keeper ID/name and click OK

OR

Click the ellipsis to select from the full Timekeeper List. Double-click on the desired ID/name.

Timekeeper Tabs

Timekeeper tabs allow you to switch timekeepers in a single click. If prompted enter the timekeeper password.

When you select a timekeeper from the Select Timekeeper window, a tab will be added to the left side of the Cal-
endar. Timekeeper tabs are ordered by timekeeper name in ascending order.

To remove a timekeeper tab, simply right-click the tab of a timekeeper calendar currently not in view and select
Remove. Select Yes to remove the timekeeper and all corresponding local data.

Figure 60: Timekeeper Tabs
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TEMPORARY NUMBERS

Many times work must begin on a matter before the client or matter has been entered into the billing system. In
these instances, a temporary number can be assigned (you cannot duplicate temp numbers) until a valid number is
imported into the Validation Database. When the actual numbers are available, you will have to transfer the tem-
porary numbers into the actual numbers or edit each individual entry. Transfer saves time and is much more pre-
cise.

Note:  Depending on your configuration, Generate Temp may not display as a right-click option.

Creating Temporary Numbers
1. Access the Entry Form.

2. Point to the Client or Matter field.

3. Right-click and choose Generate Temp (Ctrl+G) (the system auto increments temp numbers).

4. Generate Temp is not available on the Matter field if the Client field has not been populated.

5. In the Assign a name for this number field, type a name.

6. Click OK or press Enter.

Figure 61: Generate Temporary Number

Note:  To manually enter a temp number, type “$ <temp #> colon text”. For example “$56:TEXT" (where text is the
name assigned to the temp number).
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TRANSFER TEMPORARY NUMBERS

Transfer is a quick and accurate way to change Temporary Numbers to valid ones. The Transfer window supports
unique matters. This means that you can filter on Matter (Old or New) without selecting a Client first. If you do not
use Transfer, you will have to edit each entry with a temporary number manually.

This feature can also be used to transfer valid/invalid client/matter numbers associated with an entry to a new,
valid client/matter number. Depending on your configuration, this toolbar button may not be available. To transfer
temporary numbers:

1. Click the Transfer toolbar button on the Calendar window.

Note: If you are in a “Client Only” environment, then only Old/New Client fields display in the Transfer window.

Figure 62: Transfer

8Clicking on the Old/New Client or Matter field in the Transfer dialog opens the Client or Matter Val-
idation Lists.

2. In the Old Client field, type the current Client ID.

3. In the Old Matter: field, type the current Matter ID.

4. In the New Client: field, type the desired Client ID.

5. In the New Matter: field, type the desired Matter ID.

6. Click OK. A confirmation box with a message similar to Figure 69 will display.

n Click Yes:  Entries are transferred to the new Client and Matter numbers. When the Transfer is com-
plete, a dialog box will display, indicating how many entries were changed.

n Click No:  Confirmation and Transfer window will close.

Figure 63: Transfer Confirmation

7. If the New Client or New Matter field is left blank or contains an invalid value, when you click OK you will
receive the following message:  “Destination <field label> is empty or invalid; Transfer <# of entries>
entries anyway?”
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Click Cancel to close the message. The Transfer window will remain open with the client/matter value you
selected. Click No to close the message and Transfer window without making changes to the entries.

8. Click Yes to transfer the entries and close the message and the Transfer window.

Figure 64: Transfer Warning

Notes: If you select old validation values, for which there is not at least one matching entry, and click OK in the
Transfer window, you will receive the following message:  No matching entries found. Click OK to

make the needed changes.

If you attempt to transfer valid client/matter (not temp numbers) you will receive the following warning:  System
configured to allow only transfer of temporary numbers. Click OK to close the box.

If a temp number is transferred or deleted from all associated time entries, that temp number will no longer appear
in validation lists.

Time entries that are associated with TimeSaver are disassociated when the entries are transferred. If a timer is run-
ning prior to a transfer, then it will remain running after the transfer.
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IMPORT DAILY TEMPLATE

Import Daily Template will allow users to save an entire day's worth of entries as a template. Once saved, those
entries can be imported to a selected day.

To import entries as a template:

1. Access the Calendar and click on the date you wish to save as a template.

2. Click the Import Daily Template drop-down arrow and select Save selected day as template.

Figure 65: Save selected day as template

3. Select Yes on the confirmation window to save the selected day as a template or No to close the con-
firmation window without saving the selected day as a template.

Figure 66: Save Daily Template Confirmation

4. To place saved entries on the desired day, highlight the day you wish to apply the template.

5. Click the Import Daily Template toolbar button.

6. Select Yes to apply the daily template to the selected day or No to close the confirmation window without
applying the template on the selected day.

Figure 67: Apply Daily Template Confirmation
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DAILY V IEW

Intapp Time’s Daily View provides a summary of all entries for a selected day and the time intervals associated with
those entries. From this view, users have the ability to differentiate the entries created using the start/stop times
and entries created using an hours only value. Each entry is color coded to designate a specific property associated
with the time interval of the entry.

Accessing the Daily View

1. From the Calendar view, highlight the day for which you wish to display the Daily View.

2. From the Calendar toolbar, click .

3. The Daily View for the selected day will appear, listing all entries and time intervals.

4. Individual entries may be viewed/edited within a time entry window by double-clicking on the entry in the

Daily View, or clicking on the Open Entry toolbar button.

Creating Entries

1. From the Daily View, double click in the empty section at the bottom of the window.

2. Complete the Entry Form as desired

OR

Drag a gap to an interval, or an interval to a gap.

Notes: 

Double-click on Daily View for a non-current date and a new time entry will open with 0 hours and no start/stop
times.

Double-click on Daily View for the current date when no intervals exist yet, and a new time entry will open with an
Hours value equivalent to the time between 8 a.m. and the current time.

Double-click on Daily View for the current date when an interval ending prior to current time exists, and a new time
entry will open with an Hours value equivalent to the time between the last stop time of the existing interval and the
current time.

Double-click on Daily View for the current date when an interval ending later than the current time exists, and a new
time entry will open with 0 hours and no start/stop times.

To filter the entries in the Daily View window, click the pin icon next to the column headings (hover over a column
heading) and place a check mark in the box or boxes for which you wish to filter the list.

Daily View Right-Click Options

Delete Entire Time Entry Removes the entire time entry including all start/stop intervals
Delete Interval Removes the selected interval
Start Timer Starts timer for the selected unreleased entry for the current day
Switch to Shortlist (Ctrl+S) Closes Daily View and opens the Short List for the selected day
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Daily View Entry Color Coding

Black: Hours-only entries (manual adjustment).

Green: Intervals; entries that do not overlap with any other entries.

Red: Entries created that overlap the start/stop interval of another entry that appears in the Daily View

Blue: Identifies a gap time interval; the time interval between two start/stop time entries in which a time entry was not cre-
ated.

Ignore intervals less than <#> seconds allows you to filter Daily View time intervals that are less than the value
defined in this field.
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OTHER V IEWS

The Day, Month, Year, and Unreleased views provide an alternative way to add, review, edit and print your entries.
(To print any of these views, click on the Print Entries toolbar button.) To display the Day, Month, Year, or Unre-
leased view, start at the Calendar.

Black Unreleased entries:

Green Released entries:

Burgundy Converted entries:

Red Time interval entries:

Orange Unreleased entries not ready to be released

Day View

Highlight the desired day then click the List All Entries for Day (Enter) toolbar button to view entries for the
selected day. If a date is not selected entries for the current day will display.

Use the Start/End Date fields to view time entries spanning multiple days, not just the current day.

Figure 68: Day View

Month View

Click the List Entries for Month (F5) toolbar button. All entries for the selected month for the current time-
keeper will display in the Short List.

Use the Start/End Date fields to view time entries spanning multiple months, not just the current month.
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Black Unreleased entries:

Green Released entries:

Burgundy Converted entries:

Red Time interval entries:

Orange Unreleased entries not ready to be released

Figure 69: Month View
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Year View

Click the List Entries for Year (F6) toolbar button. All entries for the current year will display in the Short List.
Entries from previous years can be viewed by selecting the Previous (Ctrl+Left) toolbar button.

Use the Start/End Date fields to view time entries spanning multiple years, not just the current year.

Black Unreleased entries:

Green Released entries:

Burgundy Converted entries:

Red Time interval entries:

Orange Unreleased entries not ready to be released

Note: Depending on your configuration, you can view entries in firm fiscal or calendar year.

Figure 70: Year View
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Unreleased View

Click the List Only Unreleased Entries (F3) toolbar button. All unreleased entries for the current user will
display in the Short List.

Black Unreleased entries:

Green Released entries:

Burgundy Converted entries:

Red Time interval entries:

Orange Unreleased entries not ready to be released

Figure 71: Unreleased View
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PRINT ENTRIES

Reporting can be viewed over a range of time to identify trends more effectively. You can print timesheet and
expense entries applicable to the selected view. Report labels may vary.

To print timesheet/expenses:

1. From the Calendar/Expenses screen, select the desired month and view (i.e. Released/Un-
released/Converted, Billable/Non-Billable/Other, Totals, and Billing).

2. If necessary, mark the desired day(s) then click on the Print Entries toolbar button 

OR

Click the drop-down arrow on the Print Entries toolbar button to select from a list of predefined reports.
Depending on your configuration, the option Print Legacy Timesheet and Quick Print Legacy Timesheet
(prints without a preview) may be available.

The same Print Entries toolbar button is available on the Short List.

Figure 72: Print Entries

Note:  When printing from the Short List, if no entries are highlighted and the reports filter is not enabled, the report
will include all items.

3. If you receive a filter dialog, you can change the date range for the report. If you wish, you can also filer the
report by entry status, billable category, client and/or matter, and click Apply.

To bypass the Reports Filter dialog, select one or more entries on the Short List, Week View or Time Tem-
plates window and select Print Entries.
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Figure 73: Reports Filter

4. The timesheet/expenses will display in a web browser.

Figure 74: Report

5. Print the report.
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PRINT CALENDAR

Use the Print Calendar toolbar button to print a copy of the calendar that is currently in view.

To print the Calendar for the selected month:

1. Select the desired month.

2. Select the desired view (i.e. Released/Unreleased/Converted, Billable/Non-Billable/Other, Totals and
Billing).

3. Click the toolbar button.

4. Select desired options on the Reports Filter screen (i.e. Date Range, Entry Status, Billable Category, or
user-field).

5. Click Apply.

6. The selected month will display in a web browser.

7. Print from the web browser.

Figure 75: Print Calendar
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HOLIDAYS

Depending on your configuration, Intapp Time can alert users to firm holidays. Rest the mouse cursor over the date
to display the name of the holiday.

Figure 76: Holiday
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ENHANCED FEATURES

Unicode/Multi-Language Support

Unicode is a universal character encoding system that is used primarily to represent various characters and sym-
bols expressed in different writing styles around the world. Any data, regardless of whether it is a text or a symbol, is
stored inside a computer in the form of numbers. These numbers are then decoded by the operating system and
transformed to letters that become visible on the computer screen.

Intapp Time timekeepers can create entries using most of the world's writing styles as long as the Microsoft Arial
Unicode font is present on the computer. Depending on your configuration, Unicode characters may not be sup-
ported (characters replaced with a question mark).

Note: You can mix and match multiple languages in the Narrative and Comment fields.

Figure 77: Unicode/Multi-language
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TEMPLATES

If you have a set of entries that you use on a regular basis, you can create a template to populate the fields on the
Entry Form automatically. Templates allow multiple ways to create entries. Improve workflow with templates by cre-
ating groups to store your templates.

Create Time/Expense Template

1. Start at the Calendar view.

2. Click the Templates (Ctrl+T) toolbar button.

3. Click on the Create New Template (Ins) toolbar button.

Notes: Firm-wide templates are highlighted orange; text color may vary depending on your configuration.

To filter the entries in the Time/Expense Templates window, click the pin icon next to the column headings
(hover over a column heading) and place a check mark in the box or boxes for which you wish to filter the list.

Figure 78: Time Templates

4. The Template Form will display.

Note: To limit creating entries that conflict, Intapp Time will auto lock other functionality while the Entry/Template
Form is open.

5. For the template to display on the TimeSaver, click Show in TimeSaver (indicated by the Show in
TimeSaver column on the Time Template Short List).

6. Next to the Color field, click the drop-down arrow and select the color to display the template on the
TimeSaver.

For additional colors or to define custom colors, click on the ellipsis button next to the Color field.
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Figure 79: Template Form

1) Show in Timesaver:  Click this checkbox to display the template on TimeSaver.

2) Select the desired color for the timer bar on TimeSaver.

7. Click the drop down arrow on the Group field to select a previously created group, or start typing the group
name to have it auto-populate the Group field.

The group name supports "&" indicating a shortcut key.

8. The Caption field (screen label may vary) auto-populates with the client and matter ID (manually modify as
desired).

Intapp Time allows you to reset the caption if you select a different client and matter by selecting Yes
when prompted to apply caption pattern. Select No if you do not wish to update the caption with the selec-
ted client/matter. If you do not wish for the dialog to display again, click the checkbox Don’t show this
again.

9. Fill in the remaining fields as needed. User-fields may vary.

10. Click OK.

11. The new template will display in the Time/Expense Templates window.
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Edit Time/Expense Template

Occasionally you will need to make changes to a template (firm-wide templates cannot be edited).

To edit a template:

1. In the Calendar window, click on the Templates toolbar button.

2. The Time/Expense Templates window will display.

3. Highlight the template you wish to edit.

4. Click on the Open Template (F6) toolbar button

OR

Double-click on a template.

5. A Template window populated with the selected template values will display.

6. Edit where necessary.

Note: Show in TimeSaver and Color options are disabled on firm-wide templates.

Delete Time/Expense Template

To delete a Time/Expense template (firm-wide templates cannot be deleted):

1. In the Calendar window, click on the Templates toolbar button.

2. The Time/Expense Templates window will display.

3. Highlight the template you wish to delete.

4. Click on the Delete Selected Templates (Del) toolbar button

OR

Select Delete Selected Templates (Del) from the right-click menu.

5. Click Yes on the confirmation dialog box.

6. If the template was flagged to Show in TimeSaver, an additional confirmation box will display. Click Yes to
delete the template(s).

Figure 80: Delete Template Confirmation Figure 81: Delete Template to Show in TimeSaver
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Create Template Nickname

Intapp Time allows you to create “nicknames” that reference specific templates. Just type in a nickname and
Intapp Time will automatically insert the correct validation entries.

Creating Nicknames 

1. Click on the Templates toolbar button.

2. The Time/Expense Templates window will display.

3. Click on the Create New Template (Ins) toolbar button.

4. Type a nickname in the Caption or Nickname field and fill in necessary fields.

Invoke Template Nickname

1. Open an Entry Form.

2. Type the nickname (template Caption or Nickname field). Depending on how your Intapp Time Admin Tool
Administrator has configured Intapp Time, a period may need to be entered before the nickname or the
nickname will be invalid.

Note:  You can type the template nickname in any validation field. If there is more than one template that matches
the nickname typed, a filtered template list will display from which you can make a selection.

Figure 82: Template Nickname

3. Press the Tab keyboard key.
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Figure 83: Invoke Template Nickname

4. Intapp Time will replace the nickname and insert the correct validation entries on the Entry Form.

Create Entry from Template

To create an entry from a template, while in the Entry Form, click on the Copy from Template toolbar but-
ton.

Create Entry from the Calendar

To create an entry from a template directly from the Calendar, click the bottom half of and select Create
Entry from Template.

Create Template from Existing Entry

You can create a template from any existing time entry by opening that time entry and selecting the top half of the

Save as Template toolbar button. The template is available only to the timekeeper that created it.
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Save as Default Entry

To preset an Entry Form, simply click the bottom half of the Save as Template toolbar button and select Save as
Default Entry. Once the default entry is set, this template will automatically populate every new Entry Form.

Figure 84: Save as Default Entry

Copy Template to Another Timekeeper

1. In the Time/Expense Templates window, highlight the templates you want to copy.

2. Press Ctrl+S, to copy highlighted templates to the clipboard.

3. Close the Time/Expense Templates window and click the Change Timekeeper toolbar button.

4. Select the desired timekeeper.

5. Click the Templates toolbar button.

6. Press Ctrl+R to paste the clipboard contents.

Note: The Ctrl+S/Ctrl+R feature may also be applied to the Short List; the entry will be added to the same date as
the original timekeeper. Converted and released entries will become unreleased once copied to the new location.

Templates Right-Click Options

Right-clicking in the Time/Expense Templates window will display the following options:

l Create New Template (Ins): Opens Edit Template screen to create a new template 

l Open Template (F6): Opens the Edit Template screen for the highlighted entry for editing

l Delete Selected Templates (Del): Deletes the selected template

l Print Entries: Print templates

l Check Spelling:  Performs spell check on text entered in Narrative and Comment fields; make any necessary
changes if the Spell Check window appears

l Select Columns: Select columns to display on the Time/Expense Templates screen

l Narrative Preview Mode: Displays the narrative highlighted gray

l Select All (Ctrl+A): Highlights all templates in the Short List view

l Expand All (Ctrl+E):  Expands grouped list

l Collapse All (Ctrl+C):  Collapses grouped list

l Save to Clipboard (Ctrl+S): Copy highlighted template to clipboard

l Retrieve from Clipboard (Ctrl+R): Paste clipboard contents

Note:  You cannot delete a template group, only individual templates.
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Time/Expense Templates Toolbar Options

Note:  Button availability and labels may vary, depending on your configuration.

Create New Template (Ins) Check spelling

Open Template (F6) Search and Replace Narrative

Delete Selected Templates (Del) Export selected entries to a file

Narrative Preview Mode will dis-
play the narrative associated
with a template highlighted gray

Import entries from a file

Select Columns to be displayed
on Short List

Export to Excel; click drop down to
Export to CSV (if no entries are selec-
ted, all entries will be exported)

Print templates Change the font size for all words on
the screen
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Template Form Toolbar Options

*Copy from Template:  Opens the Tem-
plate list. Double-click on a template to
populate fields in the Template or Entry
Form

*Narrative Codes:  Launches the list of
narrative codes

*Recent Entries (Alt+R): Opens the
Recent Entries list. Recently selected val-
idation data can be chosen to populate
the validation fields of the current Tem-
plate or Entry Form

Font Size: Change the font size for all
words on the screen

*Generate Temp (Ctrl+G): Create a
temporary validation ID for a cli-
ent/matter

*Spelling (Ctrl+F2): Performs spell
check on text entered in the Narrative
field

* Duplicate (F8):  Auto-fill the selected
field with the data entered in the pre-
viously created/viewed entry screen

Previous Entry: Move to previous tem-
plate in the list

* Duplicate All (Alt+F8): Auto-fill all
fields with the data entered in the pre-
viously created/viewed entry screen

Next Entry: Move to next template in
the list

Search Narrative: Search text within
the Narrative field

Print: Print Entries; click the drop down
arrow and select from a list of pre-
defined reports

*These options are disabled for firm-wide templates.
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TIMESAVER

TimeSaver is used by the timekeeper to enter his/her own time for activities as they occur. When a timer first starts,
a time entry is created for the time being logged. This entry is updated each time the timer is stopped/started. Think
of it as a stopwatch. The cumulative hours logged by each timer is recorded to individual time entries.

To use the TimeSaver:

1. From the Calendar window, click the Invoke TimeSaver toolbar button to display the TimeSaver
window. Depending on how the Intapp Time Admin configured INTAPP TIME, this feature may be disabled.

Figure 85: TimeSaver

1) Running time

2) Total time for the current day

3) Paused timer:  click to start/stop timer; rest the mouse cursor on the timer bar to view hint text of
paused timer

4) Edit template

5) Disassociate time entry

6) Edit associated time entry; a narrative has not been entered on the time entry

7) Running timer

Note: Icons at the end of the timer bar are also available as right-click pop-up options.

2. To add a timer bar, click Add New Button on the toolbar and complete the Template Form.

3. Click OK to save the entry

OR

Click the New button if you wish to create another template.
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4. Start a timer by clicking on it. Only one timer may be active at a time. To stop a running timer, click on
the running timer or click on a different timer bar.

You can drag and drop a timer bar to another position within its current group or to a different group.

Group tabs will be vertical or horizontal depending on which way they fit best in the window. To change the
group tab order, drag and drop tabs to the desired location (the All tab mirrors group tab order). All, Recent
and Today tabs cannot be dragged and dropped to a different location.

To sort timer buttons in a group by caption, rest the mouse cursor to the right of the group name and click

.

Click the List groups button to filter timers by group.

Figure 86: TimeSaver Optional View

Note: Timer Font:  Black=Unused; Blue=Running; Red=Paused/Stopped
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Quickly Starting Timer

To create a new template with a running timer on TimeSaver, click the Add New Button drop down arrow and select
Add New Timer.

Figure 87: TimeSaver Add New Timer

To start a new running timer without a template, click the Add New Button drop down arrow and select Quick Start
Entry.

Figure 88: TimeSaver Quick Start Entry

Edit TimeSaver Templates

Occasionally you will need to make changes to a timer. Follow the steps below to modify a TimeSaver entry.

1. Right-click on the timer you want to edit.

2. Select Edit template

OR

Rest your mouse cursor on the right side of the desired timer bar to display and select the Edit template

icon.

3. The Template Form will display.

4. Edit as necessary.

5. Once you complete your changes, click OK to save them.

Tip:  You can access your templates by clicking the Templates  toolbar button.

Notes: If you edit the template of a running timer and click OK, the following message will display:  “Time entry is
assigned, update it to current template?” Click Yes to update the entry or No to cancel the change. If you do not
wish for the dialog to display next time you edit the template of a running timer, click the checkbox Remember my
selection and don’t show this dialog again.

If you want the Caption field to display Client/Matter field changes click Yes to the following message:  “Do you
want to apply caption pattern?”  Select No if you wish to leave the Caption field as is.
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Search TimeSaver

The Search field allows you to perform searches for text within selected fields. Simply type the beginning or any part
of the name/ID you wish to search to display matches.

To select the fields for TimeSaver to search:

1. Click the Configuration button.

2. Select the Search tab and click the checkboxes next to the desired fields.

3. Click OK.

Figure 89: TimeSaver Search

Figure 90: TimeSaver Configuration
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TimeSaver Right-Click Options

Add New Button Adds new blank timer button

New Group Displays New Group window – type a group name and click OK to add a new group
without associating a template

Edit Template (Alt+Click) Edit the template associated with the timer.

Create new time entry from template
/Edit associated time entry
(Ctrl+Shift+Click)

Create a new time entry, then right-click the
timer and select Edit associated time
entry

Create a new time entry.
Edit the associated Entry Form.
Create an entry on a day other than the current day (change Work Date).

Duplicate Timer Times Creates duplicate time entry

Last Stop time to Now Entry not associated: Associates new entry with interval from last stop time to current
time created; timer not running

Entry associated: Adds new interval from last stop time to current time (open Edit
Timer Intervals window for associated entry)

Clear Start/Stop Times Clear the time associated with the selected timer.
If Yes to “Are you sure you want to clear the time for this timer?” and the entry has only
intervals, the associated time entry is deleted from the current date.
If Yes and the entry has intervals and manual adjustment, the following prompt will
display:  “The time entry associated with this timer contains time that was manually
entered. Do you want to remove this time as well?”
If Yes to 2nd prompt, then the associated entry is deleted from current date.
If No to 2nd prompt, then intervals will be cleared but entry will remain with its manual
adjustment.
If No to "Are you sure you want to clear the time for this timer?”  then prompt is closed
and no action taken.

If "Do not ask me to confirm this action again" was checked, entry with only intervals is
deleted from current date without prompt. If entry has intervals and manual adjust-
ment, then second prompt, “The time entry associated with this timer contains time
that was manually entered. Do you want to remove this time as well?" will appear.

Delete Template Remove a timer from TimeSaver and the Templates list.

Disassociate Time Entry (label may vary
depending on your configuration)

Disassociate a timer button from the time entry currently associated with it (hidden on
unused timer buttons): 
Click the timer button to stop the timer on the original time entry and create a new entry
with a running timer.
If Disassociate Time Entry is selected for buttons on the Recent/Today tab, the timer
button is cleared and will remain in the group.

Delete Associated Entry and Time Deletes time entry associated with timer after clicking Yes on the confirmation dialog

Delete Group Updates group caption to blank and sets all timers in group to null

Delete all Timers in Group Deletes all timers in the selected group

Edit Start/Stop Times Opens the Edit Timer Intervals window for the entry (same as clicking the Hours field

ellipsis button on the Entry Form)

Start at 
Clicking on a timer logs the start time at the

The selected timer will start at a specified time.
Available Start at options: 
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exact time the timer was clicked. To assign
a different start time to a timer, use the
TimeSaver’s right-click Start at options (also
applies to Entry Form Timer button).

Last stop time:  Start a timer at the last stop for the day (disabled for running timer or
entries without intervals on the current day).
1-5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30minutes ago:  Start timer ‘x’ number of minutes prior to the cur-
rent time.
Custom (Shift+Click):  Enter an exact start time in the Start Timer at field. Start timer ‘x’
number of minutes prior to the current time. If the current time is 4:15pm and you type
8, the timer will start at 4:07pm.

Stop at
Clicking on a running timer logs the stop
time at the exact time the timer was clicked.
To assign a different stop time to a timer,
use the TimeSaver’s right-click Stop at
options (also applies to Entry Form Timer
button).

The selected timer will stop at a specified time.
Available Stop at options:
1-5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30minutes ago:  Stop timer ‘x’ number of 

minutes prior to the current time.
Custom (Ctrl+Click):   Enter an exact stop time in the Stop Timer at field. Stop timer ‘x’
number of minutes prior to the current time.

Remove from Recent/Today Tabs Remove the timer button from the Recent/Today TimeSaver tabs (disabled for but-
tons not used in the past 7 days).

Release All Entries for Today Releases all entries for the current day; entries will be disassociated from timers for
the current day.

Configuration Displays TimeSaver Configuration window
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Timer Group

TimeSaver group names are bold. To move a timer to another group or sort groups, simply drag and drop the timer
into the desired group or drag and drop the group to the desired location.

Timer Group Right-Click Options

Timer Group Right-Click Options

Figure 91: TimeSaver Right-click Options

Add New Button Adds new blank timer button

New Group Displays New Group window – type
a group name and click OK to add
a new group without associating a
template

Rename Group Rename timer group

Set Group Color Select a color for the timer group

Delete Group Updates group caption to blank
and sets all timers in group to null

Delete all Timers in
Group

Deletes all timers in the selected
group

Collapse All (click on
a group)

Hide all timer buttons in a group
(elapsed time of a running timer
will display in blue text on the
group name; elapsed time of a
stopped/paused timer will display
in red text on the group name)

Expand All

(click on a group)

View all timer buttons in a group

Release All Entries for
Today

Releases all entries for the current
day; entries will be disassociated
from timers for the current day.

Configuration Displays TimeSaver Configuration
window
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Configuring TimeSaver

There are several configuration options that allow you to determine how TimeSaver will work.

To access TimeSaver configuration options, click the Configuration button. Alternatively, right-click white
space on the TimeSaver and select Configuration.

Figure 92: TimeSaver Configuration Right-clickMenu Option

Figure 93: TimeSaver Configuration Appearance Tab

Appearance tab

Button Height Set the height of the timer button

Min Button Width Set the width of the timer button

Font Size Adjust Modify timer button font size

Font Name Select a font for the timer button 

Auto Hide When Docked Hide TimeSaver from view when docked.
To dock TimeSaver, drag the TimeSaver title bar to the left, right, top, or bottom of the
screen. TimeSaver will reposition itself against the chosen boundary. Other open win-
dows will automatically shift to the active area of the screen.
TimeSaver will appear if you move the mouse cursor to the edge of the desktop.

Edit on Stop The Entry Form will open for editing when the corresponding timer is stopped.

Assign Random Color to New Buttons Automatically assign a color to a new timer button.

Always on Top TimeSaver window stays on top of all other windows.

Launch TimeSaver upon Intapp Time startup Launch TimeSaver automatically when Intapp Time is started.

Automatically Start Timer on New Templates The timer on the template will start when you click Add New Button.

Keyboard Hotkey Customize shortcut keys to display TimeSaver, set to Ctrl+Shift+T by default.

Minimize Intapp Time at Startup Minimizes Intapp Time when TimeSaver is launched. Available only when Launch
TimeSaver upon Intapp Time Startup is selected.

Automatically Open New Templates Opens new template for editing after selecting Add New Button and Duplicate Timer
Times.

Search tab Select the fields TimeSaver will check when a search is performed.
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Caption tab Click the Apply to All Timers checkbox to apply the caption pattern to all timers, including
existing TimeSaver timer bars. Click the Use personal setting checkbox to configure the
“captionpattern” of the Caption field on the Template Form (this setting will override the

firm-wide setting). Highlight the setting you wish to use and click . The Field box will
display. Add a prefix or suffix if needed and click OK. Use the Up/Down buttons to sort
items in the list.

Button Hint tab Click the Use personal setting checkbox to configure button hint text for timer bars. High-

light the field(s) you wish to display hint text and click . Click OK. Hover your mouse
over a timer that has an entry associated with it to view hint text for populated fields con-
figured in the Button Hint tab. By default Client, Client Name, Matter, Matter Name will
display hint text for those populated fields.

Timer Bar Determines what will display on the Total panel at the top of TimeSaver (Running and
Total Day checked by default) with the ability to modify their color. To change the color of
an interval, use the color swatches to the right of the intervals. If all options are
unchecked the Total panel will be removed from TimeSaver.

Figure 94: TimeSaver Totals Panel

The Reset to Defaults button will restore TimeSaver configuration to the defaults. Click Yes to apply default settings to TimeSaver. Click No
to cancel restoring TimeSaver to defaults.

Note:  Click OK to save changes and close the Configuration window. Click Cancel to discard changes and close the
Configuration window. If you make a change and click the button, click Yes on the confirmation box to save the
change or No to close the Configuration window without saving the change.
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Exit TimeSaver

To close TimeSaver, click the button in the top right corner of the TimeSaver window.

If your operator ID is the default login for the current timekeeper and you exit Intapp Time with a running timer, the
Timer still running dialog box will display. Choose which action Intapp Time should perform. If you want Intapp Time
to perform one of the three actions every time you exit Intapp Time with a running timer, then click on the Don’t
show this again check box and click the desired button.

Figure 95: Timer Still Running

Note: Depending on your configuration, the TimeSaver will close when you exit Intapp Time.

Timers Left Running on Previous Day

If a timer is left running from the previous day, upon opening Intapp Time, a Short List will display entries with
timers left running overnight. You can reach the same list from the calendar view by clicking on the Old Timers

toolbar button. Open the entry and fix as desired.

Figure 96: Timer Left Running on Previous Day
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Stop Timers Left Running Overnight 

You will need to manually enter a stop time for a timer left running overnight.

1. Double-click on an entry in the Short List with a running timer.

2. The Entry Form will display. The Forgot to stop timer option is selected by default.

3. Type the desired stop time in the Stop time field, then click the Accept button (disabled until time is
entered)

OR

If you worked past midnight, click on Worked past midnight, then enter the appropriate stop time and
click the Accept button (disabled until time is entered) to adjust the interval to the specified stop time.
Two intervals will be created. One on the first day that ends at 11:59:59 and another on the next day that
ends at the specified time.

Note: If a timer is left running overnight, Forgot to stop timer selected, and a valid end time is entered without AM
or PM, time is assumed to be PM only if the AM equivalent is before the start time. The interval will adjust based on
the stop time specified, any extra time will be removed.

Figure 97: Timer Left RunningOvernight
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WEEK V IEW

Click on the Week menu bar option to display the Week view (tab may not be available depending on your con-
figuration). You will notice the Week view will display similar toolbar icons as the Calendar view. From the Week
view, add, edit and delete entries, as well as start/stop a timer and edit timer intervals (enable Grid Edit Mode).
Starting a timer is allowed for the current day only (make sure the Work Date column is listed). Simply click the
Timer field to view the timer icon. Click the Timer field again to start the timer (enable Grid Edit Mode). To
enable/disable displaying the narrative associated with an entry, click on the Preview Mode toolbar button.

Note:  Depending on your configuration the Week view may not be available.

Some of the same elements provided in the Short List are provided in the Week view, such as:

l Resize column headings by pointing at the column separator line between the headings, then click and
drag

l Rearrange columns using drag and drop

l Sort data in ascending/descending order by single clicking on the column header (by default, sorted by
modify date in ascending order, case insensitive)

l Group data by clicking on the column header and drag to the blue area above the columns (the total num-
ber of hours for the group will display)

l Utilize entry creation and edit capability from the Week view (Grid Edit Mode)

l Create customized views by clicking the pin icon next to the column headings

l Search capability (begin typing the desired characters while in the Week view)

l Context sensitive toolbar buttons and right-click menu options

Figure 98: Week View

Note:  Hours field up/down arrows, in Grid Edit Mode, are disabled if a timer is running (same behavior on the Entry
Form).
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Add Entries to Week View

1. Access the Week view.

2. Click on the New Entry (Ins) toolbar button to add an entry.

Note:  The Insert key (INS) may be disabled on applicable windows depending on your configuration.

3. If accessing from Grid Edit Mode and within the past/future date limits, click on the line Click here to
add a new entry located below the column headings. Depending on how your Intapp Time Admin Tool
Administrator configured Intapp Time, this row may not be available (also applies to Short List Grid Edit
Mode).

Tip:  Press Ctrl+N to toggle between the Narrative field and an entry on the Short List:  Enable Grid Edit Mode
and place the cursor in a field, press Ctrl+N (cursor is placed in the Narrative field to edit), enter text in the
Narrative field and press Ctrl+N (focus will change to the selected entry).

Figure 99: Week ViewGrid EditMode

4. Fill in the desired fields. If you are entering time in Grid Edit Mode and do not fill in the Work Date, it will
populate with the first date of the selected week.

5. Click OK to save the entry

OR

Click on the New button to save the current entry and continue entering time.

Note:  Comparable to the Hours field on the Entry Form, you can increment/decrement the hours from the Week
view (enable Grid Edit Mode). Hours field up/down arrows are disabled if a timer is running (same behavior on the
entry screen).
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Edit Entries from Week View

To edit an entry from the Week view:

1. Highlight the desired entry.

2. If Grid Edit Mode is disabled, double-click the selected entry (F6).

3. The Entry Form will display.

4. Make the necessary changes.

5. Click OK to return to the Week view.

Delete Selected Entries from Week View

To delete an entry from the Week view:

1. Highlight the entry you wish to delete.

2. Click on the Delete Selected Entries (Del) toolbar button

OR

Press the Delete key on your keyboard.

3. Click Yes on the confirmation dialog box.

Tip:  Ctrl+A highlights all entries in the Week view.
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Week View Toolbar Options

Change timekeeper (F8) **Delete highlighted entries (Del)

Switch to another server (visible if more
than one server has been configured)

**Merge Selected Entries that contain match-
ing validation selections

Top half -Toggles Calendar from the
Released/Unreleased/Converted view to
the Billable/Non-Billable view, to Daily Totals
view
Bottom half - For a quick view, click the drop
down arrow and select the desired total

**Move entry to another day (unreleased
entries only)

Invoke TimeSaver to track an activity as it
occurs

Move Entry to Another Timekeeper (unre-
leased entries only)

Grant timekeeper access to your Calendar Add, edit and delete entries as well as
start/stop a timer and edit timer intervals, dir-
ectly in the Week view grid without using the
Entry Form; press F2 to enable/disable Grid
Edit Mode

**Create time entry (Ins) **Select columns to display on the Week view

**Opens the entry screen (will display high-
lighted entry) for editing (F6)

**Displays the narrative associated with an
entry

Filter the Week view to only display entries
that match certain criteria (Ctrl+F)

Export to Excel; click the dropdown arrow to
export to CSV (if no entries are selected, all
entrieswill be exported)

**Release highlighted entries (F9) Performs spell check on text entered in the
Narrative and Comment fields.

**Unrelease highlighted entries (Shift+F9) **Print Entries; click the drop down arrow
and select from a list of reports

**Release Marked Days/Release and
Close (F9)
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Additional buttons, in a Launch group, are available on the right side of your Calendar.

**These options are also accessed through the Week view’s right-mouse click pop-up option.
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION:   SERVER VS . OFFLINE ENTRIES

There may be instances where an Online Secretary and Offline Attorney will make edits to the same time/expense
entry prior to synchronization. When these situations occur, Intapp Time’s conflict resolution feature gives the attor-
ney the opportunity to choose which entry to accept when synchronizing their time to the server.

Note: Conflict Resolution supports the Color field on the Template Form.

If an entry contains a conflict the Conflict screen will display.

Figure 100: Conflict Screen

Select the desired entry by choosing either the Use Server entry or Use Offline entry button to resolve the conflict.

The Calendar will display the number of conflicts at the bottom of the screen.

To resolve or edit the entry:

1. Click the Conflicts toolbar button.

2. Double-click the entry you wish to resolve. The Conflict Resolution screen will display.

3. Differences are in red font. Select the Use Server entry or Use Offline entry button to resolve the conflict.

If you would like to copy the narrative from an online entry to the entry that will be saved to the server,
highlight it and copy it to the clipboard using Ctrl+C. After the time has been synchronized to the server,
open the server entry and paste the narrative into the Narrative field using Ctrl+V.

Note: To limit creating entries that conflict, Intapp Time will auto lock other functionality while the Entry/Template
Form is open.
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EXPENSES

Expenses related to clients and matters can be tracked on your Calendar by switching to the Expense Mode. A cal-
culator is available on the expense Entry Form to help with calculating expenses. This feature is easy to use because
you already have experience using the time Entry Form, which is very similar.

Expense Calendar Mode

Click the Expenses tab on the Calendar window menu bar.

Figure 101: Expenses
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Accessing and Using the Expense Entry Screen

1. Click the Expenses tab as described on the previous page.

2. Double-click the desired date.

3. Complete the Entry Form, making sure that you enter an amount in the Amount field (label may vary
depending on configuration).

4. Click OK

OR

Click New Entry to enter another expense for the same day.

Note: Choose from multiple currencies. The Entry Form’s Currency field defaults to the selected currency on the
Expense calendar. If only one currency is available to choose, then the Calendar and the Entry Form will auto-
matically default to that currency. To view totals for a different currency, simply click the Currency field dropdown
arrow on the Expenses calendar, and select a different currency (totals for one currency only may be viewed at a
time).

Figure 102: Expenses Entry Form

Flat Fee Billing

Depending on your configuration, you may have the ability to enter Flat Fee Billing Costs; billing for legal services at
a flat rate. Calculations can be performed by Flat Fee billing simply by filling in the corresponding fields. Contact
Intapp Professional Services to set up Flat Fee Billing.

Note: Rounding and forcecodes are supported in the Hours and Narrative/Comment fields.
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DAY TAB

The Day tab will allow you to view time entries and captured time side by side. Depending on your settings this view
may not be available.

Note:  If the Day tab is enabled, upon double-clicking a day on the Month or Week tabs the Day tab will display
instead of the Short List.

Figure 103: Day tab

Create Time Entry from Captured Time
Drag and drop the captured time from the Captured Time column on to the Time Entries column.

l If the captured entry is already assigned to any entry, click Yes when prompted if you wish to continue or
click No if you do not wish to create a new entry from the selected captured entry.

l If the proposed entry has more than one interval, an Information window will appear requesting the inter-
vals to include on the time entry.

n Select Yes to include all associated time intervals.

n Select No to include only one interval.

n Click the View button to display all intervals available to add to the entry. If no intervals are selec-
ted and you click the OK button, all intervals shown will be added to the time entry. Select the
intervals you wish to add to the time entry and click OK.
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Entries Toolbar

Create New Time Entries

1. Click the Create New Entry toolbar button or click the bottom half to create an entry from a
template, recent entry, last entry or create a template.

Figure 104: Day tab: Create Entry

2. Complete the Entry Form.

3. Click OK.

Edit Toolbar Button:  Release, Unrelease, Merge, Split, Move, Transfer, Spell
Check, Search/Replace or Delete Entries
To release, unrelease, merge, split (will result in hours, not intervals), move, transfer, spell check, search/replace
words/phrases, or delete entries.

Select Columns
Opens Customization window to select columns to display on the Time Entries window.

Narrative Preview Mode
Narrative Preview Mode will display the narrative associated with an entry highlighted gray.
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Load Entries from File

Load Entries from File allows you to export Day tab entries to a txt file.

1. From the Day tab, select the date that contains the entries you wish to export.

2. Highlight the desired entries.

3. Click the Load entries from file button.

4. The Save As window will display.

5. Enter a name for the exported file in the File Name field and select the desired location to save the file.
The default file extension is .txt. Click Save

OR

Cancel if you do not wish to export the entries.

Figure 105: Export Day tab entries   
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Save Selected Entries to File

1. From the Day tab, select the date on which you wish to import entries.

2. Click the Save Selected entries to file button.

3. The Open window will display.

4. Enter the File name or choose it from the list and click Open

OR

Cancel if you do not wish to import the entries.

Figure 106: Import Day tab entries

Export
Export entries to Excel or click the dropdown arrow to export them to CSV.

Entries Filter
Displays the Filter window.

Print Entries
Prints Time Entries grid. Click the drop down arrow to select from a list of predefined reports.

Font Size
Modify the font size of the information in the Time Entries and Captured Time windows by moving the slider
left/right.
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Captured Time Toolbar

New Entry:  Opens the Entry Form to create a new entry from the selected captured entry. If the captured entry has
more than one interval, the information window will appear requesting which intervals to include on the time entry.

n If the captured entry is already assigned to any entry, click Yes when prompted if you wish to con-
tinue or click No if you do not wish to create a new entry from the selected captured entry.

New Entry dropdown button

Assign to Last Time Entry:  Assigns selected captured entry to the last opened time entry. The validation and
user-defined fields of the captured entry will be assigned to the time entry.

Assign to Recent Time Entry: Opens the Recent Entries window. To assign the captured entry, double-click
on the desired recent entry or select to highlight the desired recent entry and click OK.

Print:  Prints the captured entries.

Captured Time Filter: Displays the Captured Time Filter window.

Hide Entries:  Select the Hide Entries with less than # seconds of time checkbox (unchecked by default) and
enter the desired number (default value is 0) to download only proposed entries from the server greater than
the number entered in this field; this will reduce overload of the local cache.

Status:  Organizes the display of proposed entries by their status

Status Options:  Select All, Assigned, or Hidden

By default Select All is selected to display entries that contain each status.

Uncheck the Assigned checkbox to hide entries that are assigned to a time entry.

To prevent showing hidden proposed entries uncheck the Hidden checkbox.

Your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator may have set a color for each status. To change the color of
Assigned or Hidden entries, use the color swatches to the right of each status.

Types: Check the Select All checkbox to view the type of intervals in view.

Uncheck the checkbox of a specific type to hide all proposed entries of that type.

Figure 107: Captured Time Filter

Select Columns: Opens Customization window to select columns to display.
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Change Grouping: Click the dropdown arrow to quickly filter captured entries by the following groups: clients,
matters, type, or time (clustered hourly).

Note:  You can drag and drop an entire group to the Time Entries column to create a new time entry.

Switch to Horizontal/Vertical: Toggles Day tab view horizontal/vertical.

Launch Toolbar

Launches other applications, documents, or websites.

Time Entries Right-Click Menu Items
Right-click in the Time Entries column to select any of the following menu options: 

Create New Entry Creates new time entry Move to Another Day Moves unreleased highlighted entries
to another day

Open Entry Opens the Entry Form of the
highlighted entry for editing

Copy Selected Entries
to Another Day

Copies entries to another day

Delete Selected
Entries

Deletes the highlighted entry Select All Highlights all entries

Release Releases the highlighted entry Expand All Expands grouped list

Unrelease Unreleases the highlighted
entry

Collapse All Collapses grouped list

Previous Displays the previous date Next Displays the next date

Merge Selected
Entries

Merges highlighted entries con-
taining matching validation
selections into a single entry;
the narrative will display the ori-
ginal hours in parenthesis

Save to Clipboard Save data to the clipboard

Print Entries Displays time entries in a web
browser for printing

Retrieve from Clip-
board

Retrieve data from the clipboard

Check Spelling Performs spell check on text
entered in the Narrative and
Comment fields

Narrative Preview
Mode

Displays the narrative associated with
an entry (highlighted gray)

Select Columns Opens Customization window
to select columns to display on
the Short List

Start/Stop Timer Start/stop timer for the selected entry
(current day only)
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Captured Time Right-Click Menu Items

Right-click on a Captured Time entry to display the following menu options:

New Entry Opens the Entry Form to create a new entry from the selected captured time. If the captured
time has more than one interval, the information window will appear requesting which inter-
vals to include on the time entry.

Quick Entry Creates an entry without displaying the Entry Form.

Assign to Time Entry If you select this option, the Short List with all the time entries for the selected day will open.

l To merge a selected captured time with a time entry, double-click on the desired time
entry.

l To select the Short List for another day use the toolbar’s date range.

Assign to Recent Time Entry Opens the Recent Entries window. To assign the captured time, double-click on the desired
recent entry or select to highlight the desired recent entry and click OK.

l To assign the captured time, double-click on the desired recent entry or select to high-
light the desired recent entry and click OK.

l If the work date of the selected recent entry corresponds with the interval date, the
recent time entry will populate with intervals, narrative, and comments from the pro-
posed entry. However, if the work date of the selected recent entry does not correspond
with the interval date, the new time entry will be created and populated with all validation
from the selected recent entry except intervals, narrative and comments from the pro-
posed entry.

Assign to Last Time Entry Assigns selected captured entry to the last opened time entry. The validation and user-
defined fields of the captured entry will be assigned to the time entry.

Convert Selected to Actual Creates an actual time entry identical to the captured time including all selected intervals.
Prompts to include overlapping intervals in the total.

Hide Entry(ies) Hides selected intervals. Hidden intervals will not be included in the actual time entry. If the
captured time has more than one associated interval, a message will appear requesting to
hide all associated intervals.

Unhide Entry(ies) Displays captured time. Click the Captured Time Filter button to open the Captured Time Fil-
ter window; check the Hidden status checkbox. When the entry appears, select the UnHide
Entry(ies) option.
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PLANNER

Intapp Time’s Planner view is a graphical daily view of all entries for a selected day. From this view, users have the
ability to differentiate the entries created using start/stop times and entries created using an hours-only value (top
of the window; if there are additional manual adjustments you are unable to view, use the scroll bars/arrows on the
right). Screen color-coding may vary. You can add additional billable time by double-clicking on a time interval and
creating a time entry.

Note: Depending on how your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, Planner may not
be available on the menu bar.

Accessing Planner

1. Click the Planner menu option.

2. To create a time entry, simply double-click a blank area on the desired date and complete the Entry Form.

3. Individual entries may be viewed/edited within an Entry Form window by double-clicking on the entry in
the Planner

OR

Right-click the desired entry and click Open.

Figure 108: Planner
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Planner Details

Figure 109: Planner Details

1) Non-intervals/0 hour time entries (may not be available depending on your configuration)

n Red:  Converted Entries

n Green:  Released Entries

n White:  Unreleased Entries (ability to drag/drop to another date on the Planner)

n Click the down arrow to view additional hour time entries

2) Side Calendar Arrows:  Move to previous/next month/year

3) Current day

4) Purple entry with diagonal lines/Timer at the bottom of the screen:  Entry with running timer; stop time is
the current time

5) Collapse mini calendar

6) Right-click on any time or Ctrl+scroll the mouse wheel up/down (defaults to 30 minutes)

7) Planner totals
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Creating Entries in Planner

The Planner provides numerous ways to create a time entry.

Ways to create entries in Planner:
l Click the New Entry button on the Entries toolbar or click the New Entry button’s dropdown arrow to create a

new entry from a recent entry, create a new entry from the last entry, create a new entry from a template or
create a new template.

l Double-click on an empty section of time.

l Highlight a gap of time and then press Enter.

l Right-click an empty space in Planner to select any of the following: 

o New Event – Creates time entry for the selected day.

o Today – Creates time entry for the current day.

o Go To Date… - Displays Go To Date dialog (move to a different date).

o Go To Date options for displaying entries:

n Day Calendar

n Work Week Calendar

n Week Calendar

n Month Calendar

Figure 110: Planner Go To Date
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Planner Entries Toolbar

Create a new entry using the Entries toolbar.

1. Select the date you wish to enter time.

2. Click the top half of the Create New Entry toolbar button, or click the bottom half of the
Create New Entry button to create an entry from a template, recent entry or the last entry or create a tem-
plate

OR

Double-click on a day to display the Entry Form.

Figure 111: Planner NewEntry Toolbar

Ways to move entries in Planner:
l Drag an interval of time to a gap of time or to the non-interval section (top of Planner screen).

l Drag a non-interval to a time range.

l Click + Drag (resize) the top or bottom of an interval box, to increase or decrease time.

Note: In Planner you cannot resize, drag/drop or modify entries that have been released, converted, or contain a
running timer.

Edit Entries in Planner

To edit an entry in Planner, simply double-click an entry or right-click an interval and select Open.

Tips:  To display details for the time entry such as client/matter, hours and narrative, rest the mouse cursor
on an entry.

Ctrl + click desired days on the Calendar to display multiple days.
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Edit Entries Toolbar

Highlight the entry you wish to edit, then select the Edit toolbar button:

l Release (F9): Releases entries

l Unrelease (Shift+F9): Unreleases entries

l Merge: Merges highlighted entries containing matching validation selections into a single entry; the narrative
will display the original hours in parenthesis

l Split (Shift+Ctrl+S): Splits one time entry into multiple entries

l Move: Displays Move entries to date window to move entry to a different date

l Transfer: Displays Transfer window

l SpellCheck:  Performs spell check

l Search/Replace: Search and replace narrative

l Re-Assign: Displays Select Timekeeper window to move entry to a different timekeeper

l Delete (Del): Deletes entries

Planner Entry Color Coding

Default Planner color coding:

Green: Released entries
Red: Converted entries
Blue: Unreleased entries

Note: Color-coding will vary depending on how your Admin Tool Administrator configured color settings (i.e. Outlook
events, Released entries, Converted entries, Entries with running timer, Unreleased Entries, etc.).

Deleting Entries in Planner

To delete an entry, simply right-click the desired entry and select Delete.

Filtering Planner

Filter will allow you to control what will display on Planner as well as searching entries.

From the Entries toolbar, select Filter to display the Filter window.

Entries Caption

To change the display pattern in Planner, select the Entries Caption toolbar button.
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Print Planner

To print the Planner:

1. Click the Print button on the Planner toolbar.

2. The print Preview window will display. Make any necessary configuration changes.

3. Click the Print toolbar button (with question mark will display Print dialog window to select a printer, page
range, etc. and without question mark will print the Preview screen to the default printer)

OR

Click File then Print.

Figure 112: Print Planner
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Print Preview Toolbar

Search: Click this button to perform a
search on text in the Preview window.

Zoom In: Enlarge the view of the Preview page.

Open a document: Click this button to
import a report to Print Preview.

First Page: Displays the first page of the report.

Save the document: Saves the report to
the location you select.

Previous Page: Displays the previous report page.

Print: Prints the report displayed in the Pre-
view window.

Next Page: Displays the next report page.

Quick Print: Prints the report displayed in
the Preview window without displaying the
Print window to select printing options.

Last Page: Displays the last page of the report.

Page Setup: Defines paper size, print mar-
gins and page orientation.

Multiple Pages: Displays all report pages in a single view.

Header and Footer: Define a header and
footer.

Color: Select a color for the report.

Scale: Adjusts the size of Planner in
accordance with the paper size set in the
“Adjust to % normal size” or “Fit to # pages
wide”.

Watermark: Add a watermark to the report.

Hand Tool: Indicates basic reading mode. Export Document: Export report to another format.

Magnifier: Enlarges the Preview screen to
make it easier to see.

Send via E-mail: Send report to an email recipient.

Zoom Out:  Reduce the view of the pre-
view.

Exit:  Close Preview window.

Zoom: Displays the current Preview page
width.

Planner Print Preview Menu Options

File

Page Setup: Chose Paper Size, Source, Orientation

Print (with ?): Will open Print dialog window to select a printer, page range, etc.

Print (without ?): Will print the Preview screen to the default printer

Export Document: Save document as PDF or Save document as an Image File

Send via Email

View Adjust settings for viewing the document in Preview
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Background

Color: Change document background color

Watermark: Add a Text Watermark by configuring the following settings – Font Type, Size,
Direction, Color, Transparency, Postion, Page Range
Add a Picture Watermark by configuring the following – Select image and size mode; Select
alignment, Transparence, Position, Page Range
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Planner:  Filtering Records

You can sort all records by the selected time period, for example by work week or month. Additionally, customizing
the 24-hour time scale will allow you to conveniently view records by the necessary amount of minutes.

Filtering records: 

l Click on any of the options on the Arrange toolbar.

Figure 113: Planner Arrange Toolbar

Note:  The gold bar on the current day view time scale indicates the current time.

l Right-click anywhere on the timetable and select Go to Date. In the Go to Date dialog box that opens, select the
necessary day and filtering option and then click OK.

Figure 114: Planner Go to Date 

l To adjust the time scale, right-click anywhere on the scale and select the desired filtering option. The default fil-
ter is 30 minutes.

Figure 115: Time Scale
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Planner:  Captured Time

Captured Time will allow you to view time captured from various third-party applications such as Document Man-
agement, Microsoft Office and others. If your Admin Tool Administrator has configured the appropriate setting, the

Captured Time toolbar button will appear on the Planner.

l Each proposed entry will have a different color randomly selected.

l Intervals associated with a proposed entry will display on the right of the proposed entry caption as a sep-
arate square column. The color of the square column will correspond to the interval’s origin.

l All intervals associated with that proposed entry will contain the same color.

l The figure on a square area will show the number of intervals associated with the entry.

Figure 116: Planner Captured Time Column

l You can view all intervals associated with a proposed entry by clicking on the square area. All intervals
associated with the selected proposed entry will be highlighted, all others greyed out.

Figure 117: Intervals Associated with a Proposed Entry

l When Captured Time is toggled on, you can select only a single day on the mini calendar to display
on Planner.
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Figure 118: Planner Day Selection
Figure 120:  Planner Mini Cal-
endar

Print Captured Time
To print Captured Time entries: 

1. Click the Planner tab.

2. Click the Captured Time toolbar button to enable Captured Time.

3. Click on the Print button on the Captured Time toolbar.

Actual Time and Proposed Entries Processes

To transform a proposed entry into an actual time entry, apply drag-and-drop or right-click options to proposed
entries on the Captured Time column. In addition, drag and drop an interval onto another interval to merge them
and create a time entry.

You can only apply right-click and drag-and-drop changes to entries in Planner that were created by the API and are
in the ProposedEntry table.

Create New Time Entry from Captured Interval in Captured Time Column
1. Choose a proposed entry with a set interval(s) in the Captured Time column.

2. Double-click or right-click on a captured interval and choose New Entry to open the proposed entry with a
captured interval(s).

OR

Drag-and-drop the proposed entry from the Captured Time column to a blank space in the Time Entries
column

OR

Choose the New Entry w/all Intervals right-click option to open the proposed entry with all associated cap-
tured intervals.

3. If the proposed entry has more than one interval, the Information window will appear requesting intervals
to include on the time entry.

Figure 119: Proposed Entry ContainingMore Than One Interval
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Figure 120: Intervals to Include on the Time Entry

n If you select Yes, the time entry will be populated with all the associated time intervals for the current
day, that is the Hours field will contain the total number of associated intervals.

n If you select No, the time entry will contain only one selected interval. Intervals not selected will dis-
appear from the CapturedTime table.

n Click the View button on the Information window to display all intervals available to add to a new time
entry.

o If there are no intervals selected and you click the OK button, all intervals shown will be added to
the time entry.

o Select the intervals you wish to add to the time entry.

Figure 121: Captured Intervals

4. Click OK to add the selected intervals to the time entry.

5. Make necessary changes to any validation field on the proposed entry.

6. Click OK or click the dropdown arrow and select Save. If you click Cancel or (in the top right hand
corner of the window) you will receive a confirmation box to save changes.

7. Once the proposed entry is saved, the actual time entry created from the proposed entry will appear in the
Time Entries column.

8. Open the actual entry in the Time Entries column. All validated fields and Captured Time interval(s) from
the proposed entry will transform into an actual time entry
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Create New Time Entry from Captured Overnight Interval in Captured Time Column
If the proposed entry has an overnight interval it will automatically be divided into separate days, saved as one inter-
val on the start date and as a second interval on the stop date.

Example: Proposed entry with overnight interval starting 2013-07-02, at 23:50:00 and ending 2013-07-03
00:15:00.

The interval will be divided into:

l The first day interval with start 2013-07-02, at 23:50:00 and stop 2013-07-02, at 23:59:59 (start and stop
before midnight)

l The second day interval with start 2013-07-03, at 00:00:00 and stop 2013-07-03, at 00:15:00 (start and
stop after midnight)

1. Double-click or right-click on a captured interval and choose New Entry to open the proposed entry with a
captured interval(s)

OR

Drag-and-drag the proposed entry from the Captured Time column to a blank space in the Time Entries
column

OR

Choose the New Entry w/all Intervals right-click option to open the proposed entry with all associated cap-
tured intervals.

2. If the proposed entry has more than one interval (overnight intervals are divided by the work date), the
Information window will appear requesting the intervals to include on the time entry.

3. If you select Yes, an Information window will appear as a reminder that the selected proposed entry
includes intervals on another day. Select one of the following:

Create separate entry:  separate time entries will be created from the proposed intervals, one on the first
day, the other on the second day.

Skip this Interval: one time entry will be created with an interval before mid-night, skipping the overnight
interval.

If you select Cancel, the interval will not be assigned to the time entry.

4. If you select No on the first Information window, the time entry will contain only one selected interval.

5. Click the View button to display the Captured Intervals window and display all intervals available to the
new time entry.

6. Highlight the desired interval(s) and click OK to add the selected interval(s) to the time entry.

7. The time entry with the selected interval(s) will appear on the Time Entries column.

Drag and Drop Proposed Entry to Existing Time Entry
1. To start you must have an existing actual time entry with time intervals and populated validation fields,

and a proposed entry with captured intervals.

2. Drag a proposed entry from the Captured Time column to the existing actual time entry on the Time
Entries column.

3. If the proposed entry has a single interval, it will join with the actual time entry. Actual time entry val-
idation fields will take priority over proposed entry validation fields. The total for that day will be increased
to include the selected interval.

4. If the proposed entry has more than one interval, the Information window will appear requesting the inter-
vals to include for the time entry after the join.
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5. If you select Yes, the time entry will include all the associated time intervals for the current day, so that
the Hours field contains the total number of associated intervals

6. If you select No, the time entry will only include one selected interval.

Click the View button to display the Captured Intervals window and view all the intervals available to add to
the new time entry.

If there are no intervals selected and you click the OK button, all intervals shown will be added to the time
entry.

7. Highlight the desired interval(s) and click OK to add the selected interval(s) to the time entry and save the
time entry populated with information from the proposed entry.

Note: Actual time entry validation fields will take priority over proposed entry validation fields.

8. If the proposed entry or existing time entry that is drag-and-dropped onto contains overlapping intervals
the following message will display “The selected entries contain overlapping intervals. Would you like to
include overlapping time in the total?”

n Select Yes to summarize all intervals from the proposed entries and the existing time entry.

n Select No to view the amount in the Hours field. This will include the time between the beginning
of the first interval and the end of the last interval, minus overlapping time that display as manual
adjustment.

9. If the proposed entry or existing time entry that is drag-and-dropped onto has been assigned and an
attempt is made to assign it again (via drag-n-drop) the following message will display:

Figure 122: Proposed Entry is Already Assigned

n Select Yes to update the time entry and actual entry for the captured interval.

n Select No and the time entry and actual entry for the captured interval will not be updated.

Merging Proposed Entries
1. If you have proposed entries with matching validation selections and different captured intervals, you can

merge these proposed entries into a single entry.

2. From the Captured Time column, highlight the entries you wish to merge (Shift + Click on the desired
entries to select all entries for the selected proposed entry).

3. Drag the selected entries to the entry you wish to merge.

4. The Information window will display requesting intervals to include on the merged entry.

n Select Yes to include all associated time intervals.

n Select No to include only one interval.

n Click the View button to display all intervals available to add to the merged entry. If no intervals are
selected and you click the OK button, all intervals shown will be added to the time entry. Select the
intervals you wish to add to the time entry and click OK.

5. The Merge Proposed Entries screen will appear.
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Figure 123: Merge Proposed Entries

The Merge Proposed Entries window will contain a separate column for each entry to merge. Each column
will contain validation and user-defined fields you can edit, populated with information from the proposed
entries.

The leftmost column corresponds to the destination entry.

By selecting radio buttons on the left of each column field, you can define which validation from the pro-
posed entry will be transformed to the actual time entry.

To select comments and narrative you will use checkboxes instead of radio buttons. Unlike other fields
that may be selected singularly from all the proposed entries columns, you will have the option to merge
multiple narratives and comments into one entry.

Narratives and comments of proposed and actual time entries will be combined in chronological order of
interval start times. This functionality may be switched on by settings in the Admin Tool.

6. Click OK to merge the entries. As a result of the merge, all entries will have the same color associated
with them.

Combining Proposed and Actual Time Entry Data
In Captured Time mode, narratives and comments of proposed and actual time entries will be combined in chro-
nological order of interval start times. This functionality is switched on by the settings in the Admin Tool.

1. Depending on your settings configured by the Admin Tool Administrator, after the merge, the text from the
proposed entries will appear with a semicolon (or other delimiter) between the merged narratives and
comments.

2. Total time for the day on a newly created proposed entry will summarize all time intervals associated with
that proposed entry.
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Right-Click Menu Items for Proposed Entries

Right-click on the proposed entry to display the following menu options:

Figure 124: Right-click Proposed Entry Options

l New Entry: Opens the Entry Form to create a new entry from the selected proposed entry. If the proposed entry
has more than one interval, the information window will appear requesting which intervals to include for the
time entry.

l New Entry w/all Intervals: Opens the Entry Form to create a new time entry using all the intervals associated
with the selected proposed entry. If multiple proposed entries are selected, only validation from the first entry
selected will be used and all intervals from each proposed entry will be used.

l Assign to Time Entry: If you select this option, the Short List with all the time entries for the selected day will
open.

o To merge a selected proposed entry with a time entry, double-click on the desired time entry.

o To select the Short List for another day use the toolbar’s date range.

l Assign to Recent Time Entry: Opens the Recent Entries window. To assign the proposed entry, double-click on
the desired recent entry or select to highlight the desired recent entry and click OK.

o To assign the proposed entry, double-click on the desired recent entry or select to highlight the
desired recent entry and click OK.

o If the work date of the selected recent entry corresponds with the interval date, the recent time
entry will populate with intervals, narrative and comments from the proposed entry. However, if the
work date of the selected recent entry does not correspond with the interval date, the new time
entry will be created and populated with all validation from the selected recent entry except inter-
vals, narrative and comments from the proposed entry.

l Assign to Last Time Entry: Assigns selected proposed entry to the last opened time entry. The validation and
user-defined fields of the proposed entry will be assigned to the time entry.

l Captured Time Listing:  Displays a list of intervals associated with the selected proposed entry.

l Hide Entry(ies): Hides selected intervals. Hidden intervals will not be included in the actual time entry. If the
proposed entry has more than one associated interval, a message will appear requesting to hide all associated
intervals.
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Figure 125: Hide All Associated Intervals

If you select Yes, all associated intervals will be hidden. If you select No, only one interval from the selected pro-
posed entry will be hidden. Click View to see intervals to hide.

l Unhide Entry(ies): Displays proposed entry. Click the Captured Time Filter button to open the Captured Time
Filter window; check the Hidden status checkbox. When the entry appears, select the Unhide Entry(ies) option.

Configuration
When the Captured Time button is toggled on, the Configuration option will allow you to customize the information
displayed on the captured interval in the Captured Time column. Additionally, you can apply the entries caption set-
tings only to captured intervals stored on the Captured Time column in Planner.

Entries Caption Tab

To customize the proposed entry view:

1. Click the Configuration button to display the Configuration screen. The following tabs will be available: 
Entries Caption, Settings and View Intervals Colors.

Figure 126: Entries Caption

2. From the Entries Caption tab, check the Use personal setting checkbox to select the fields to display a
caption.

3. The Personal Settings field will now be active. Select the fields that will display an interval caption and

click the right double arrow button.

4. The Field screen will display. You can provide symbols to precede or succeed the caption on the field you
have selected.
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Figure 127: Field window

Note: You can provide any symbol except numbers and letters.

5. To provide a preceding symbol, fill in the Prefix field. To provide a succeeding symbol, fill in the Suffix
field.

6. Click OK on the Field and Configuration windows to add the field with the specified symbols.

Figure 128: Prefix & Suffix Fields

Figure 129: Entries Caption, Prefix & Suffix

7. You can display as many fields as desired on the captured interval by adding them on the Entries Caption
tab via the Configuration screen.
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Modify Settings of Captured Information

1. To change the order of information displayed on the captured interval, access the Configuration window
and select the Entries Caption tab.

2. Use the Up and Down buttons to rearrange the selected fields.

3. Click OK to apply the changes.

4. To modify or remove the preceding/succeeding symbols of the selected field, access the Configuration
window, select the Entries Caption tab and double-click on the desired field.

5. The Field screen will display to allow you to make your desired changes to the selected field.

6. Click OK on the Field and Configuration windows to apply changes.

Removing Display of Captured Interval Details

1. Access the Configuration window and select the Entries Caption tab.

2. From the right column, select the desired field.

3. Click the left double arrow button.

4. The field will transfer to the left column.

5. Click OK to save the changes.

Figure 130: RemovingCaption Details

Settings Tab

Select the Automatically Open Intervals checkbox to display the Captured Time Intervals window when Captured
Time is toggled on. Select Open Entry when dragging to Actual to display the Entry Form when a proposed entry in
the Captured Time column is dragged and dropped to the Time Entries column.
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Figure 131: Settings Tab

View Intervals Colors

The View Intervals Colors tab on the Configuration screen will allow you to modify interval colors for Proposed
Entries, Manual Adjustments, Gaps, and Actual Time. To change the color of an interval, use the color swatches to
the right of the intervals. Select the Apply to Daily View checkbox to apply the colors to the Daily View.

Figure 132: View Intervals Colors
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Captured Time Filter

Click Captured Time Filter to display the Captured Time Filter window.

Figure 133: Captured Time Filter

Hide Entries
Select the Hide Entries with less than # seconds of time checkbox (unchecked by default) and enter the desired
number (default value 0) to download only proposed entries from the server greater than the number entered in this
field; this will reduce overload of the local cache.

Status
To organize the display of proposed entries by their status, modify the Status section on the Captured Time Filter
window.

Status Options:  Select All, Assigned, or Hidden

By default Select All is selected to display entries that contain each status.

Uncheck the Assigned checkbox to hide entries that are assigned to a time entry.

To prevent showing hidden proposed entries uncheck the Hidden checkbox.

Your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator may have set a color for each status. To change the color of Assigned or
Hidden entries, use the color swatches to the right of each status.

Types
Check the Select All checkbox to view the type of intervals in view.

Uncheck the checkbox of a specific type to hide all proposed entries of that type.

Note: Each origin has a different color. To change the color of a specific origin, use the color swatches to the right of
each type of interval.
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Captured Time Listing

The Captured Time Listing button will display a Short List containing the intervals associated with the selected pro-
posed entry.

Figure 134: Captured Time Intervals

l Show Gaps:  Displays actual time entries, proposed entries, gaps in working time, and entries that
were adjusted manually.

l New Entry

l New Entry w/all Intervals

l Assign to Time Entry

l Assign to Last Time Entry

l Assign to Recent Time Entry

l Convert Selected to Actual:  Creates an actual time entry identical to the proposed entry including
all selected intervals. Will prompt to include overlapping intervals in the total.

l Filter by this Entry:  Displays the Captured Time intervals of the selected proposed entry.

l Previous/Next Day:  Displays previous/next day.

l Captured Time Filter

To create a customized view of the Short List, use the pin icon on the column headings.

Figure 135: Filter Captured Time Intervals
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REPORTS

You can view firm-wide reports using the Reports feature.

To view Intapp Time Reports:

1. From the Calendar window, click the Reports button on the Launch toolbar to display the Intapp Time
Reports window.

2. Click on the reports group that contains the report you wish to view.

3. If applicable, query by timekeeper via the Timekeeper field, modify Start and End Work Date fields, etc.

4. Click Show Report.

5. If you wish to print the report, click the Print icon.

6. To export the report and save offline, click the Export field drop-down arrow and select any of the following
formats:  Word, TIFF file, Excel, MHTML (web archive), PDF, CSV (comma delimited), XML file with report
data.

Figure 136: Intapp Time Reports

Figure 137: Sample Report
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F ILTERS

Filters not only allow you to control what is being displayed on your Calendar, but can also help you search for
entries. You can create various filters that match specific clients and matters, temp numbers, unreleased entries,
entries with a spelling error and narrative to specify the information you plan to view.

Invoking Filters

1. Click the Set Filter (Ctrl+F) toolbar button.

2. If you wish to filter by status (defaults to All), select the desired status.

3. If you wish to filter by billable category (defaults to all categories), select the desired checkbox.

4. If you wish to filter by narrative or include narrative with spelling errors, select the desired checkboxes and
type your desired text.

5. If you wish to filter by validation, type the exact number in the desired validation field. To include temp
numbers, click the Contains temp numbers checkbox.

6. To keep the selected filter when changing timekeepers, click the Preserve filter on switch checkbox.

Notes:  For more accuracy when selecting, use the button next to each of the fields or right-click the selected
list, to access the desired list or press Shift+F5.

7. Click Apply.

The Calendar will display only the information that matches the criteria you entered in the Filter window.
At this point, you can release, export, or print these entries, or press the ESC key to close the Filter win-
dow.

Figure 138: Filter
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Clearing Filters

Once a Filter is applied, the Set Filter toolbar button will be highlighted with the gold Filter Active bar listing your
chosen filters will display below the toolbars. You must clear the filter to view your default calendar and search lists
such as the Recent Entries list.

1. Click the Set Filter (Ctrl+F) toolbar button

OR

Click on the gold Filter Active bar below the toolbars (Click to set filter).

2. The Filter window will display.

3. Click the Clear button.

4. Then click the Apply button

OR

On the Calendar, click the Clear Filter button on the gold Filter Active bar.

Figure 139: Clearing a Filter
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GOAL TRACKER

Intapp Time Goal Tracker is a utility that allows users to display line graphs that will show their hours plotted next to
a projection of a goal amount towards which they are working. The graphical display can be set to report monthly,
annual, and custom goals for the timekeeper. See the legend labeled Show for an explanation of the data plotted on
the graph (dashed lines = projected hours). Select or un-select any combination of hours from the check box
options. Depending on your configuration, this toolbar button may not be available.

Configuring Goal Tracker

1. From the Calendar view, click on the Goal Tracker toolbar button.

2. The Goal Tracker window will display.

Figure 140: Goal Tracker

1. Date Range

2. Goals

3. Print

4. Legend

5. Goal

3. Select desired date range from the Dates toolbar.

n This year: Displays a graph based on data entered in the current calendar/fiscal year.

n This Month: Displays a graph based on data entered in the current month.

n Last year: Displays a graph based on the data entered in the previous year.
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n Last month: Displays a graph based on the data entered in the previous month.

n Custom…: Displays graphs based on the data entered in the Start/End Date fields.

4. Select goals from Goals toolbar (configuration settings may prevent editing goals, see your Intapp Time
Admin Tool Administrator if you wish to modify).

n Yearly Billable: This field shows goals for Billable hours for the year.

n Yearly Non-Billable: This field shows goals for Non-Billable hours for the year.

n Yearly <firm configured total>: This field shows goals <firm configured total> for the year.

Note: Depending on your configuration, you can view entries in firm-wide fiscal or calendar year.

Display Graph

To display your graph you will use a combination of the Date Range, Show check boxes, and Goals options. These
selections affect both the calculations in the calculation section and the corresponding line graph.

Goal Calculation Options

To Date/Actual: This column shows the actual number of total, billable, and non-billable hours worked by the time-
keeper.

To Date/Goal: This column shows the number of hours you should have performed by this date based on your Show
menu selection.

Plan/Projected: The program calculates a projected number of hours for the given time period, based on the num-
ber of hours already entered within this period. This number will reflect the number of hours worked if you continue
working at the same performance level.

Plan/Goal: This column shows goals for Total, Billable and Non-Billable hours for the selected period.

Plan/Performance: This column shows how close you are to reaching your goal by percentage. This percentage is
calculated by dividing the number of hours you actually worked up to this date by the number of hours you should
have worked up to this date based on the goal set. If exactly on target, the performance would be 100%.

Figure 141: Sample Based on Yearly Goals

Graph Legend

Bright Blue Line: Billable Hours

Dark Blue Line: Non-Billable Hours

Teal Line:  Firm Configured Total Hours

Black Line:  Total Hours

Additional line variations include:
Solid Straight Line:  Hours Goal

Squiggly Line:  Actual Hours
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Dotted Line:  Projected Hours

Print Graph

To print a graph, click the Print toolbar button. A Print Preview window will display. Make any necessary adjust-
ments before printing. Click the Print button at the top of the window when ready to print.
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ETHICAL WALLS

Depending on your configuration, you may be prevented from saving or viewing certain clients/matters, validation,
time entries and report results to which restricted clients/matters and validation entries have been applied. If there
are clients/matters, validation, time entries or report results you are not able to save or view in your validation lists,
Calendar, Short List, Week or Planner, then check with your Intapp Time Admin Tool Administrator as you may be
restricted from accessing them.
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SECURITY

Intapp Time’s Security feature determines timekeeper calendar access. There are the following security levels:  No
Access, Read Only, Edit and Release.

Security Level Rights

Level 0:  No Access A user at this level does not have rights to access the Calendar.

Level 1:  Read Only A user at this level can only view and print entries.

Level 2:  Edit A user at this level can perform all Level 1 tasks as well as perform all basic time and
expense entry tasks with the exception of Release.

Level 3:  Release A user at this level can release entries as well as perform all Level 1 and 2 tasks.

Depending on your configuration, you may have the ability to grant other users access to your Calendar.

To grant security access:

1. From the Calendar view, click the Edit Security toolbar button..

2. The Edit Security window will display. The screen is divided into two sections:

Operators: A list of all users in the operator table displays. (This list is generally made up of the Windows
Login IDs.) Select and drag users from this list to the Security section.

Security: This section displays the list of all users that have rights to the highlighted timekeeper’s Cal-
endar. The security level displays in the Level column and its description in the Rights column.

3. To set security, select a security level in the Security field, then select and drag a user from the Operators
list onto the Security side of the screen. This user will now have access to this Calendar at the specified
level.

You can also right-click on an Operator’s name and select the desired security level.

4. To configure the length of time timekeepers can access the Calendar, right-click on an entry in the Secur-
ity section and select Date Range.

Enter Start/End Date on the Date range for rights window and click OK.

Modify right access (right click item in the Security section): Controls display of the Edit Security button
for operators logged in to the current timekeeper. If the Custom Access column is ‘Y’, then the Edit Secur-
ity button will display. If ‘N’, the Edit Security button will not display.

5. Click Save.

Note: Rearrange Security section columns using drag and drop.
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Figure 142: Edit Security

Removing Users from the Security Section

If you no longer want a user to have security rights to the Calendar:

Select and drag the user from the Security section to the Operators section or right-click on an entry in the Security
section and select Remove All Access.
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LAUNCH PROGRAMS AND URLS

Depending on your configuration, you may have additional buttons on the right side (Launch toolbar) of your Cal-
endar, to quickly link to other applications, documents or websites (such as Internet Explorer and Microsoft Word).

In addition, you can smart-link with other applications and websites by passing timekeeper, operator, and work date
variables to other programs to view the actual timekeeper ID, operator ID and work date and details specific to the
timekeeper, such as billing information.

Figure 143: Launch Toolbar, Smart-Link
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APPEARANCE AND COLORS

Intapp Time allows you to change the color scheme of your Calendar, and track daily goals from the Appearance
tab.

1. From the Calendar view, click the Appearance menu option.

2. Color Scheme:  Select a calendar color scheme (Office 2013, Blue, Black, or Silver) from the toolbar.
Depending on your settings, there will be an option to select a font color scheme.

3. Goals:  Click on Highlight Days With Time Above/Below Target

The monthly Calendar will display its days in green or pink, based on whether the daily totals are above or
below a defined number of hours. If the hours entered are above the target hourly threshold, they will
appear in green. If the hours entered are below the target hourly threshold, they will appear in pink. Your
Intapp Time Administrator may have defined target settings for your firm that only apply to billable entries.

Note:  Colors will vary based on the selected color scheme.

Low/High Target: To manage your own hourly use in Intapp Time, define your target hours in the provided
fields. You may not be able to edit the low/high targets. Select the desired checkboxes for billable and
non-billable time.

Figure 144: TrackGoals

Figure 145: Appearance and Color Scheme
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Weekly Schedule

Weekly Schedule will allow you to configure low/high target hours per day/on a weekly basis.

1. From the Calendar view, click the Appearance menu option.

2. To enable the weekly schedule, click the top half of the Weekly Schedule button.

3. Click the Weekly Schedule dropdown arrow and enter your desired schedule.

4. Click the Save button.

5. Days on the Intapp Time calendar will be highlighted based on these configured settings.

Figure 146: Weekly Schedule
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WEEKLY TOTALS

When Show Weekly Totals is enabled, the monthly Calendar will display the total hours entered for each calendar
week. To enable/disable weekly totals, right-click on the Calendar and select Show/Hide Weekly Totals. Your Intapp
Time Admin Tool Administrator may have set a background color for the Total column.

Figure 147: Weekly Total
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CONVERT TO BILLING

EXPORT is the program that flags entries in the INTAPP TIMETIME Table as converted and places them into a text
file formatted for your billing system.

Note:  Once your entries have been released, your administrator can run the conversion process.
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APPENDIX

Intapp Time Engine

The Intapp Time Engine manages your memory cache storage, communication with the middle-tier, TimeSaver, Plan-
ner, Intapp Time Command and validation files. It informs the other components when an entry has been created.
The Intapp Time Engine launches automatically when Intapp Time is accessed. The Intapp Time Admin Tool Admin-
istrator may have configured the Axiom Engine to close when Intapp Time is closed, if not, right-click on the Intapp

Time Engine icon in the system tray and click Close Axiom Engine. Open the Intapp Time program by right-
clicking the Intapp Time Engine icon and selecting Launch Intapp Time.

Figure 148: Intapp Time Engine & Launch Intapp Time

Note:  Contact your Intapp Time Administrator if you receive the dialog box stating Intapp Time has a problem and
needs to close.
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Keystrokes Available in Calendar

Keystroke Description Keystroke Description

Ctrl+Drag Move entries to another day Ctrl+A Mark/Unmark entire month

Shift+Drag Copy entries (with existing
hours/expenses) to another
day

F9 Release marked days

Insert Add new entry F8 Change timekeeper

W Mark/Unmark entire week Ctrl+D Display Daily View

Spacebar Mark/Unmark days F5 Display Month view

U Unmark all days after cur-
rent day

F6 Display Year view

Ctrl+T Display Time Templates list F3 Display Unreleased view

Ctrl+F

Ctrl+F8

Filters Ctrl+G Displays Go To Date window
(moves entry to a different
date)

First Letter Move to month by typing first
letter of month

Enter Add new entry (if none on
present day)

Browse current day Short
List (if entries exist)

Down arrow Move to next week 0-9 Move to specific date

Right arrow Move to next day Page Up/Page down Move to previous/next
month

F1 Help Left arrow Move to previous day

F2 Search for Narrative Drag Copy entries to another day
(with 0.00 hours/expenses)

Shift+Scroll Mouse
Up/Down

Display previous/next
month

Ctrl+Scroll Mouse
Up/Down

Display current month of pre-
vious/next year

Home/End Highlight first/last day of the
week

Ctrl+F4 Displays Move entries to
date window

Ctrl+R Displays selected Month
Short List

Alt+F2 Displays Transfer window

F12 Launches TimeSaver Ctrl+F10 Displays Import Entries win-
dow

Shift+F3 Toggles Calendar between
Time and Expenses views

Shift+F4 Toggles between Planner
and Calendar views

Ctrl+F5 Displays Export Entries win-
dow

Note:  Depending on how your Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, some keystrokes may not be
enabled.
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Keystrokes Available in the Entry Form

Keystroke Description Keystroke Description

Shift+F5/F5 **List validation codes/re-
cently selected validation
codes

Ctrl+C **Copy highlighted text to clip-
board

F5 Start timer in Hours field Ctrl+X **Cut and move highlighted
text to clipboard

F8 **Duplicate last entry cre-
ated/viewed; also applies
after switching timekeepers

Ctrl+V **Paste clipboard contents

Alt+F8 **Duplicate all fields from
previously  created/viewed
entry; also applies after
switching timekeepers

Del Delete highlighted entry or
character at the cursor pos-
ition

Alt+R **Display Recent Entries win-
dow

Ctrl+F2 Spell Check

Enter Move cursor to the beginning
of the next line in the Nar-
rative field

Shift+OK Save and release entry

Shift+New Save and release the current
entry, and continue entering
time

F10 Save current entry and create
new entry (New button)

**These options also accessed through the Entry Form’s right-mouse click pop-up option.

Keystrokes Available in the Short List

Keystroke Description Keystroke Description

Insert

Add new entry F9 Release highlighted entry

Opens entry form of highlighted entry if in Grid
Edit Mode

Shift+F9 Unrelease highlighted entry

Del Delete highlighted entry Ctrl+Left Move to previous day’s Short List

Enter/F6 Edit highlighted entry Ctrl+Right Move to next day’s Short List

Ctrl+E Expand All grouped items Home/End Move to beginning/end of list

Ctrl+C Collapse All grouped items

Note:  Depending on how your Admin Tool Administrator has configured Intapp Time, some keystrokes may not be
enabled.
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Supported Hours Examples

TIME ONLY

1 1 hour

1:01 1 hour 1 min

1:01:01 1 hour 1 min 1 sec

:23 23 min

:01 1 min

.25 15 min

1.25 1 hour 15 min

-1 MINUS 1 HOUR

INTERVALS 12-6 = PM       7-11 = AM

1-2 1:00 PM – 2:00 PM

137-245 1:37 PM – 2:45 PM

13742-24512 1:37:42 PM – 2:45:12 PM

1P-2P 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

1A-2A 1:00 AM - 2:00 AM

1PM-2PM 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

1AM-2AM 1:00 AM - 2:00 AM

1A.M.-2P.M. 1:00 AM - 2:00 PM

1A-2 1:00 AM - 2:00 PM

1- TIMER STARTED AT 1PM
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INDEX

A
Access to a calendar 158

Accessing Recent Entries List 48

Accessing Recent Validation Lists 50

Accessing the Client and Matter Lists 50

Accessing the Expense Entry Screen 121

Accessing Validation Lists 50

Actual Time and Proposed Entries Processes 139

Add Start/Stop Times 53

Adding Personal Narrative Codes 61

Appearance and Colors 161

Auto-Correct Spelling Errors 38

Available Rounding Types 51

B
Billing View 22

C
Calendar

Change View 22

Moving to Different Months 18

Print 92

Unmarking Days 43

Calendar Appearance 161

Calendar Color 161

Calendar Right-Click Options 17

Calendar Window 16

Calendar/Short List Timer Running Notifications 53

Captured Time Filter 149

Captured Time Listing 150

Change Timekeeper 78-79

Change View 22

Changing Start/Stop Times 54

Character Search 34

Closing Days 47
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Color Coding

Short List 69

Combining Proposed and Actual Time Entry Data 143

Compliance 32

Configuration 145

Configuring TimeSaver 110

Conflict Resolution: Server vs. Offline Entries 119

Convert entries for billing system 164

Convert to Billing 164

Copy Template to Another Timekeeper 100

Correct Spelling Errors 37

Create Entry from Template 99

Create Entry from the Calendar 99

Create Narrative Pause Codes 63

Create New Entry on All Marked Days 44

Create New Time Entry from Captured Overnight Interval 141

Create Template from Existing Entry 99

Create Template Nickname 98

Create Time/Expense Template 95

Creating Entries

Calendar 99

Daily View 84

Entry Form 27

Planner 131

Creating Narrative Pause Codes from Narrative Text 63

D
Daily View

Creating Entries 84

Date Limits 26

Day tab 122

Day Tab

Create Time Entry from Captured Time 122

Delete Entries 123

Merge Entries 123

Move Entries to Another Day 123

Release Entries 123

Right-Click Menu items for CapturedCa Entries 128

Search/Replace 123
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Spell Check 123

Split Entry 123

Time Entries Right-Click Menu Items 127

Transfer Temp 123

Unrelease Entries 123

Day view 122

Delete Personal Narrative Codes 62

Delete Time/Expense Template 97

Deleting Entries 33

Description field 56

Drag and Drop Proposed Entry to Existing Time Entry 141

DTE Axiom Engine 165

E
Edit Personal Narrative Codes 61

Edit Time/Expense Template 97

Edit Timer Intervals 53

Edit Timer Intervals Right-Click Options 55

Edit TimeSaver Entries 105

Editing Entries 33

Editing Personal Dictionary 40

Editing Start/Stop Times 54

Entering Time 27

Entry Form Description 56

Entry Form Toolbar Options 34

Entry Status 46

Ethical Wall 157

Exit TimeSaver 112

Expand Template Nickname 98

Expense Calendar Mode 120

Expenses 120

Print 90

Export Entries 73

Export Narrative Codes 65

Export Time 73

F
Filter

Recent Entries List 49
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Short List 67

Filtering Planner 133

Filters 152

Clearing 153

Invoking 152

Find and Replace Narrative Text 64

Find and Replace Text 64

Find Narrative Text 64

Find Text 64

Flat Fee Billing 121

G
Goal Tracker 154

Configuring 154

Print 156

H
Help 25

Hide Entries 126, 149

Highlight Days With Time Above/Below Target 161

Holidays 93

Hours Field 51

How to search validation lists 34

I
Import Daily Template 83

Import Entries 75-76

Import Narrative Codes 66

Import Time 75

Improve work flow

Recent Entries List 48

Templates 95

Week View 114

Incremental Search 34

Invoke Template Nickname 98

Invoking Filters 152

Invoking Shorthand Codes 60
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K
Keystrokes Available in Calendar 166

Keystrokes Available in the Entry Form 167

Keystrokes Available in the Short List 167

L
Launch Programs and URLs 160

Launch Toolbar 160

Listing of the day’s entries 67

Lists 50

M
Marking Days for Release 42

Marking Multiple Days 43

Merging Proposed Entries 142

Merging Short List Entries 70

Modify Settings of Captured Information 147

Modifying the Personal Dictionary 41

Month Totals 24

Multi-Language Support 94

N
Narrative Codes

Create 63

Edit 61

Make public 61

Narrative Codes List

Search 64

Narrative Field 56

Narrative Field Toolbar Options 59

Narrative Pause Codes

Create from Narrative Text 63

Narrative text search 64

Network Activity 19

O
Online Validation Mode 21
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P
Pending Entries 20

Personal Narrative Codes

Add 61

Delete 62

Planner

Creating Entries 131

Filtering Records 137

Print 134

Print Preview Toolbar 135

Planner Deleting Entries 133

Planner Print Preview Menu Options 135

Planner” 129

Preview Mode 114

Print Calendar 92

Print Captured Time 139

Print Entries 90

Print Expenses 90

Print Graph 156

Print on Release 46

Print Planner 134

Print Preview Toolbar 135

Print Timesheet 90

Print Validation List 35

Purge Entries 77

Q
Quickly Starting Timer 105

R
Recent Entries List 48

Release entries from the calendar 45

Release Individual Entries 45

Releasing Entries 45

Removing Display of Captured Interval Details 147

Removing Users from the Security Section 159

Replace Text 64

Restrict client/matter 157
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Review Time Entries 86

Reviewing Validation Lists 34

Right-Click Menu items for Proposed Entries 144

Right-click Options

Templates 100

Right-Click Options

Calendar 17

Short List 69

TimeSaver 107

Validation Field 27

Rounding Types 51

Running DTE Axiom 14

S
Save as Default Entry 100

Search Narrative Text 64

Search Recent Entries List 49

Search the Narrative Codes List 64

Search TimeSaver 106

Searching Validation Lists 34

Security 158

Select Timekeeper Screen

Remove Timekeeper 15

Settings Tab 147

Short List 67

Short List Entries

Merge 70

Short List Entry Color Coding 69

Short List Features 67

Short List Right-Click Options 69

Shortcuts Available in the Calendar 166

Shortcuts Available in the Entry Form 167

Shortcuts Available in the Short List 167

Shorthand Code

Expand 60

Shorthand Codes 59-60

Show Weekly Totals 163

Spell Check 36

Split Entry 71
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Start timer in hours field 52

Start/Stop Times 53

Add 53

Edit 54

Status 126, 149

Stop Timers Left Running Overnight 113

Supported Hours Examples 168

Switch Timekeeper

Timekeeper Tabs 79

Switch to New Timekeeper 78

Switching Between Servers 21

Switching Between Time and Expenses Views 18

Switching Timekeeper 78

T
Template Form Toolbar Options 102

Template Nickname 98

Templates 95

Templates Right-Click Options 100

Temporary Numbers 80

Time and Expense Calendar Totals 22

Time Entry

Capture Time 26, 28, 84, 107, 122, 126, 128, 139, 141, 143-144, 150

Time Entry Process 26

Time Entry Summary 129

Timekeeper

Change 78

Switch 78

Timekeeper access to a calendar 158

Timekeeper Tabs

Switch Timekeeper 79

Timer Group 109

Timer Group Right-Click Options 109

Timer Running Notification

Calendar/Short List 53

Timers 51

Timers Left Running on Previous Day 112

Timers Left Running Overnight 112
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TimeSaver 103

Configure 110

Exit 112

Right-Click Options 107

Starting a Timer 103

TimeSaver Entries

Edit 105

Timesheet

Print 90

Toolbar 25

Toolbar Options

Entry Form 34

Narrative Field 59

Short List 68

Template Form 102

Week View 117

Transfer Temporary Numbers 81

U
Unicode Support 94

Unmarking Days 43

Unrelease Time 72

Unreleased Past Time 19

Unreleased Time (Past) 19

Using the Expense Entry Screen 121

Using Windows 12

V
Validated Fields 27

Validation Field Right-Click Options 27

Validation Lists 50

Version Number 18

View

Day 86

Month 86

Planner 129

Unreleased 89

Year 88

View Narrative Codes 56
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View Weekly Totals 163

W
Week View 114

Add Entries 115

Delete Entries 116

Edit Entries 116

Preview Mode 114

Week View Toolbar Options 117

Weekly Schedule 162

Weekly Totals 163
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